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Voorwoord 

Dit proefschrift bestaat uit zes hoofdstukken. Elk 

hoofdstuk is een overdruk van een manuscript dat reeds 

gepubliceerd is, of, in aangepaste vorm, ter publikatie 

aan een tijdschrift aangeboden zal worden. 

Van de eerste twee hoofdstukken, tot stand gekomen 

in samenwerking met Dr. A.G. Jack, is het eerste hoofd

stuk reeds gepubliceerd in J. Quant. Spectrosc. Radiat. 

Transfer l2 (1973) 615-626, het tweede in J. Phys. D.: 

Appl. Phys. ~ (1973) 1477-1485. De hoofdstukken III en 

V zijn tot stand gekomen in samenwerking met 

Ir. J.A.J.M. van Vliet, die met name de computer

berekeningen voor de oplossing van de energiebalans

vergelijking verzorgd heeft. 

De onderzoekingen welke in dit proefschrift worden 

beschreven zijn verricht in het Centraal Laboratorium 

Licht van de N.V. Philips' Gloeilampenfabrieken. De 

direktie van de Lichtgroep ben ik erkentelijk voor het 

feit dat zij deze onderzoekingen mogelijk maakte. De 

verschillende medewerkers(sters) van het Centraal Labo

ratorium Licht en van de afdeling Voorontwikkeling 

Lampen wil ik danken voor hun bijdragen tot het tot 

stand komen van dit proefschrift, hetzij via diskussies 

of het maken van de gasontladingsbuizen, hetzij via het 

typen van de publikaties. De heer M.M.H. Janssen,die 

het leeuwedeel van de metingen verricht heeft, ben ik 

speciale dank verschuldigd. De tekeningen zijn ver

zorgd door de heer E.J. Verspaget. 
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Algemene Inleiding 

Ontladingen in Hg-Sn-J-Cl-atmosfeer (1,2) en in Na-Hg

damp (3) zijn, vanwege hun straling in het zichtbare ge

deelte van bet spektrum, interessant voor technische toe

passingen als lichtbron. Het doel van het onderzoek van 

deze ontladingen is dan ook om via modelbouw deze ont

ladingen in spektraal, thermisch en elektrisch opzicht te 

beschrijven. 

Deze ontladingen worden gekarakteriseerd door totaal

drukken van 0.2-~ atm., stroomsterkten van 2-IOA en be

lastingen van 3000-10000 Wm-l bij een diameter van 7.5-

15 mm. Zij worden hogedruk gasontladingen genoemd omdat 

verondersteld wordt dat bij de toegepaste druk en stroom

sterkte de interaktie tussen de verschillende deeltjes zo 

groot is dat de ontlading zich bij benadering.in een toe

stand van lokaal thermisch evenwicht (LTE) bevindt (4). 

Dit betekent dat verschillende karakteristieke grootheden 

zoals b.v. de elektronen-koncentratie en de dichtheid van 

de geexiteerde toestanden met een parameter, nl. de plaats 

afhankelijke temperatuur, beschreven kunnen worden. De 

aanname van LTE blijkt evenwel niet altijd geldig te zijn 

(5). In dit proefschrift wordt op de afwijking van LTE 

nader ingegaan. 

Aangezien de temperatuurverdeling in hogedruk gas

ontladingen een van de belangrijkste ontladingsparameters 

is, worden in hoofdstuk I enkele methoden van tempera

tuurmetingen beschreven. De methoden van Bartels en 

Kruithof, waarbij de temperatuur gemeten wordt uit de in

tensiteit van lijnen met zelfabsorptie, zijn nader ge

analyseerd (6). 

Uitgaande van LTE kan het spektrum van een gasont

lading berekend worden als de temperatuurverdeling en 

verder verschillende andere grootheden zoals lijnver

breding, overgangswaarschijnlijkheden en deeltjesdicht

heden bekend zijn. Als ien van de laatstgenoemde groot-
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heden niet bekend is, kan deze mogelijk uit de andere gemeten 

grootheden bepaald worden. Daartoe worden temperatuur-, 

emissie- en absorptiemetingen uitgevoerd, eventueel aangevuld 

met de meting en/of berekening van andere grootheden. Bij het 

in dit proefschrift beschreven onderzoek is dit gebeurd voor 

twee verschillende gasontladingstypen nl. hogedruk gasont

ladingen in kwik/tin-jodide-atmosfeer en in natriumdamp. 

Het spektrum van de kwik/tin-halogenide ontlading be

staat uit spektraallijnen gesuperponeerd op een relatief 

sterk kontinuum. Hierdoor worden alle kleuren onder het 

witte licht van deze ontlading natuurgetrouw weergegeven. 

Voor het beschrijven van de ontlading was het van primair 

belang het mechanisme van de kontinuumstraling te identifi

ceren. In de literatuur waren hiervoor al enkele suggesties 

gegeven (7,8). Om het systeem zo eenvoudig mogelijk te houden 

is bij het in die proefschrift beschreven onderzoek, in 

eerste instantie het Hg-Sn-J-systeem zonder andere haloge

niden bestudeerd. Van deze vrij gekompliceerde kwik/tin

jodide ontlading is via temperatuur-, emissie- en absorptie

metingeu, gekombineerd met thermodynamische berekeningen, 

het mechanisme van de kontinuumemissie en -absorptie vastge

steld (9) (hoofdstuk II). De temperatuurverdeling in kwik/tin

halogenide-ontladingen wordt beinvloed door de verhoogde 

warmtegeleiding t.g.v. het transport van dissociatie- en re

kombinatie-energie van tin-jodide-molekulen in een bepaald 

temperatuurgebied. Deze, theoretisch voorspelde (10) bein

vloeding wordt in hoofdstuk II experimenteel aangetoond. 

Een tussentijdse rapportering van het onderzoek is reeds 

gegeven in (11). Het onderzoek is later uitgebreid met een 

studie betreffende de invloed van de tinchloride toevoeging. 

De resultaten hiervan worden niet in dit proefschrift be

schreven maar zijn gegeven in (2,12). Met het inzicht, ver

kregen uit deze onderzoekingen, blijkt het mogelijk de 

spektrale energieverdeling van de Hg-Sn-J-Cl-lamp als funktie 

van de tinhalogenidedruk en de ontladingsdiameter te voor

spellen (2,12). 
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De hogedruk natriumontlading bestaat sinds 1963, toen 

wandmaterialen beschikbaar kwamen, die bestendig zijn tegen 

de agressieve natriumdamp bij hogere druk (13). Het spektrum 

wordt overheerst door de sterk verbrede natrium D-lijnen en 

maakt een "goudgele" indruk bij de in de praktijk toege

paste natriumdruk van ongeveer 100 torr. Vanwege de hoge 

specifieke lichtstroom wordt deze laMp al jaren gebruikt 

voor verlichting van pleinen, straten enz. Het optisch on

derzoek van de ontlading werd in eerste instantie benoei

lijkt door het feit dat het wandmateriaal bestond uit door

zichtig gasdicht aluminiumoxide, dat de straling sterk ver

strooit. Sinds enige jaren is saffier beschikbaar als om

hullingsmateriaal, dat, hoewel niet ideaal van optische 

kwaliteit, nauwkeurigere optische metingen mogelijk maakt. 

Dit heeft dan ook geleid tot het verschijnen van verschil

lende publikaties over de hogedruk natriumontlading 

(5,14-19). 

Bij de star~ in 1970, van het in dit proefschrift 

beschreven onderzoek van de hogedruk natriumontlading was 

alleen een uit het elektrisch geleidingsvermogen geschatte 

waarde van de astemperatuur bekend (20). De kontour van de 

zelfomgekeerde D-lijnen was berekend, zonder dat evenwel 

een vergelijking met de gemeten kontour werd gemaakt (21). 

Een methode om de natriumdruk te bepalen uit de kontour 

van de zelfomgekeerde D-lijnen was reeds beschreven door 

Teh-Sen Jen et.al. (21). Berekeningen van de temperatuur

verdeling bij een natriumdruk van 250 torr waren reeds 

uitgevoerd door Lowke (22), waarbij alleen de straling 

van de D-lijnen in de stralingsterm van de energiebalans 

meegenomen werd. Wegens het niet beschikbaar zijn van 

meetresultaten voor vergelijkbare ontladingsparameters, 

konden deze rekenresultaten niet direkt vergeleken worden 

met meetresultaten. 

In hoofdstuk III wordt de gemeten tempcratuurver 

deling in een hogedruk natriumontlading gegeven als funktie 

van de natriumdruk en het ontladingsvcrmogen. De resultaten 

worden vergeleken met berekeningen, uitgaande van de 
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energiebalansvergelijking. Bij deze berekeningen wordt ook 

de invloed van de niet-resonante natriumlijnen neegenomen. 

Ret spektrum van de hogedruk natriumontlading kan als 

funktie van de natriumdruk quantitatief berekend vorden via 

de oplossing van de stralingstransportvergelijking voor een 

aantal natriumlijnen, uitgaande van de gemeten en/of be

rekende temperatuurverdeling. Van de natriumlijnen zijn nl. 

de lijnverbreding en de overgangswaarschijnlijkheden bekend. 

Ret berekende spektrum wordt in hoofdstuk IV vergeleken met 

het gemeten spaktrum. In dit hoofdstuk wordt tevens de 

bandenstruktuur, die aanwezig is in bet gemeten spektrum, 

geanalyseerd via temperatuur-, emissie- en absorptiemetingen 

en via thermodynamische berekeningen, analoog aan de 

metingen en de berekeningen uitgevoerd voor de kwik/tin

jodide-ontlading. 

De hogedruk natriuroontlading bevat in de praktijk als 

buffergas meestal kwik. De invloed van een buffergas is in 

hoofdstuk V meer algemeen bestudeerd door de invloed van de 

gassen kwik, xenon en helium op de temperatuurverdeling, het 

spektrum en de veldsterkte te bepalen. 

Van hogedruk gasontladingen gebruikt als lichtbron, 

welke in de praktijk op wisselstroomvoedingen gebrand worden, 

is vooral het tijdgemiddelde spektrum van belang. Bij de ge

bruikte methoden van plasmatemperatuur meten hangt de recht

streeks gemeten grootheid (b.v. lijnintensiteit) niet lineair 

af van de temperatuur. Dit betekent dat de waarde van de 

tijdgemiddelde temperatuur afhangt van de gebruikte methode. 

In hoofdstuk VI wordt voor de in dit proefschrift bestudeerde 

ontladingen het effekt van de tijdmiddeling nagegaan voor 

verschillende methoden van temperatuurmeting. Tevens worden 

de tijdgeroiddelde waarden van plasmatemperatuur en spektrum 

vergeleken met de waarden voor een gelijkstroomontlading. 
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CHAPTER I 

PLASMA TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS USING SELF-ABSORBED 

SPECTRAL LINES: A DISCUSSION OF THE METHODS DUE TO 

BARTELS AND KRUITHOF 

This chapter has been published in 

J. Quant. Spectrosc. Radiat. Transfer ll (1973) 615-626. 

Permission to reproduce this paper was kindly granted 

by Pergamon Press LTD, Oxford, England. 
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PLASMA TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS USING 
SELF-ABSORBED SPECTRAL LINES: A DISCUSSION 

OF THE METHODS DUE TO BARTELS AND KRUITHOF 

J. J. DE GROOT and A. G. JACK 

Light Division. N.V. Phihps· Glocilampenl\tbricken. Eindhoven. The Netherlands 

(Reccil'ed 17 August 1972) 

Abstract- The plasma temperature measuring methods due to Bartels and Kruithof, which make use of self
absorbed spectral lines. arc particular solutions of the radiative transfer e'{ttation. For conditions found in typical 
high-pressure gas discharges used as light sources, the radiative transfer C'{Uation has been solved numerically. 
These results are used to investigate the influence of several of the simplifying assumptions whtch are necessary 
in order to apply the two methods. Particular attentiOn has been paid to the influence of the line profile and the 
plasma temperature distribution. It is shown that. for conditions found in typical high-pressure light sources. 
some of the simplifying assumptions can be relaxed without serious loss of accuracy. Possible extensi'-'n of the 
methods to in.:lude rescmance lines has also been cnnsidercd. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

[N A HIGH-pressure gas discharge, it is often reasonable to assume that the plasma is in 
local thermodynamic equilibrium (L TE)01 It is necessary to know the temperature profile 
in the discharge in order to describe the discharge conditions. There arc various methods 
of measuring the temperature profile in a high-pressure gas discharge. Some of these 
methods depend on the presence of optically-thin lmes, i.e. the absorption is so low that it 
can be safely neglcctcd,l 21 but frequently such methods cannot be used since such lines 
are not present. Sometimes it is possible to add a small amount of a suitable element in 
order to generate optically-thin lines.1•

11 However the effects of such additions on the dis
charge parameters are generally dillicult to predict. 

If optically-thick lines are present, then Kirchholfs law can be used. Both the emission 
and the absorption are measured, an Abel transform is carried out in order to obtain the 
radial emission and absorption profiles, and then a direct application of Kirchholfs 
law gives the plasma-temperature proti.Je.<41 

When the temperature profile is the unknown parameter, BARTELS( 51 and KRmrnoFl"1 

have developed methods in order to solve the radiative transfer equation under simplified 
conditions. Both methods, but especially the method due to Bartels. are fairly easy to use 
in practice. These two methods will be discussed in this paper. 

BARTELS( 51 has developed a theory for line emission from an inhomogl'ncous gas. I k 
showed that for a rotationally symml'lri~: plasma ttl I TF. till' radial ll'lllp~·ratur\.· prolik 
nmld he ((lUIHI hy measuring the spcclral radiallCL' at the Intensity maximum of a nnn
n:sonant sdf-revcrscd line. !,.rom an experimental point of vic\\ the method is easy to usc 
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smce it only requires absolute cmission measurements and, unlikc many other techniques. 
does not requin~ absorption measurements or the application of an Abel transform. A 
drawback with B<.!rtcls' method is that it is difticult to determine what effect the various 
mathematical approximations will have on the description of the physics of the problem. 
Partial fulfillment of the simplifying assumptions leads to doubts about the accuracy of 
the Bartels' method. This is one of the reasons why the method has been relatively in
frequently used and mai.nly at the Technical University in Hannover where Bartels 
worked.1+." .Hl Rcc•::ntly the method has come into more widespread use1<J.I 

01 but the method 
still tends to be undercstimated 0 11 It is the object of this paper to indicate the range of 
conditions within which the Bartels' method is valid and the magnitude of the errors 
fcund when the simplifying assumptions arc only partially fulfilled. 

KRVITHOF <:end RIEMENS101 have published another method for the measurement of 
the temperature prot11e in high-pressure gas discharges. The method requires the measure
ment of both the emission and absorption in the wing of a spectral line. Although this 
method usually requires a more extensive handling of the experimental data than docs 
Bartels' method. it has the advantage of giving a clearer physical insight into the problem. 

Both methods arc approximate solutions of the radiative transfer equation. In this 
paper this equation will be solved using numerical techniques and the results will be com
pared with those obtained using the above mentioned methods. In this way it is possible 
to show how ac~.:urate the two methods arc under specified conditions and to quantify 
the errors introduced by some of the simplifications. 

2. BARTELS' METHOD 

The method is described in the publications of BARTELS151 and summaries can be found 
in various publications.112

·
1 31 The result of the analysis is that a relationship between the 

measured spectral radiance, in a small frequency interval of the spectral line, and the 
Planck radiation function associated with the maximum temperature along the line of 
sight, can be written' 51 as 

L,. B,.)"f.w)i'v1 Y(p. r). (2.1) 

where L,. =spectral radiancc(Wm 2 sr _,see). B""(T,~1 ) Planck radiation function !'or the 
frequency r0 and the temperature TM. T,.1 = maximum temperature along the line of sight, 
r 0 undisturbed frequency of the line being considered, v frequency at which measure
ment is being made, T optical depth along the whole line of sight: M and pare functions 
which describe the inhomogeneity of the plasma column. They arc defined as follows (the 
co-ordinate system is given in Fig. I}: 

J
. 1 

"" tjl(x) [ d·;,·J 
[ 

. , J ·· exp . dx 
M exp e( VII- vm) . -Xo T(x) k7 (x}_ 

kT(O) . j" + '" tjl(x) L- e v;"l · - cxp · , · dx 
. '" T(x) k1 (x). 

(2.2) 

• exo f •+., t/J(x) r· el·;"l I 2 tjl(x) l-ei~J 
J ~ J . . . exp . . · dx \ cxp ··· dx 

3 sol .,1\xJ kl(x) l T(xl kT(x)_ 

sr''"t/J.(x)cxl.~·I;,·Jdxr r+'"t/l.tx)expl!l;,ld.\ .. ----·-
(,.~ ·'" 7(x) I /dtx) ! .; '" li\) ld (\)I 

1.:;.3) 
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_Al 
I 

Ml 
r----~-~~, -~·m···-----1--• L .. 

I 

Ftc;. I. Cn~ordinatc system. Axis temperature ·r,. maximum temperature along the I me of sight J~,, 
wall kmpcraturc 1;,. 

where T(x) temperature profile along: the line of sight. r;, =' energy of upper level of 
the line, ~; .. = energy of lower level of the line, tj;(x) position dependent par! of the line 
profile. 

In order to derive the above relationships, the following conditions must be satisfied: 
(i) local thermodynamic equilibrium, (ii) depletion of the ground state population due to 
excitation and ionization can be neglected, (iii) stimulated emission can be neglected, 
(iv) constant partial pressure of the radiating element. (v) no shift in the line centre frequency 
and the line profile L( l' l'o, x) can be written as the product of a frequency-dependent 
function ¢( r ~ l'o) and a position-dependent function tj;(x) 

(2.4) 

thus, for a Lorentz profile, this is true if the line half width (!'. r) is small compared with 
(r- 1·0 ), i.e. it is true in the far wings of the line. If any of the conditions (iiHvl arc not 
satisfied then equations (2.2) and (2.3) can be written in an even more general form. 151 

In order to ensure that the true temperature prol11e is always found it must be further 
assumed that (vi) there is a monotonically decreasing temperature profile. 

Bartels has shown that, as long as the optical depth has a value less than 4, the error 
introduced by expressing Y(p, r) by the following function is less than 2 per cent: 

Y(p,r) cxp(~i)[;(l p)+psinh(;)+ v1 Psinh(~Jr)J (2.5) 

These general expressions are not easy to handle but Bartels was able to obtain limiting 
values for At and p. In order to derive these limiting values, it is assumed that (vii) non
resonance lines arc considered, (viii) the temperature profile T(x) is parabolic, (ix) the 
position-dependent function ~1(x), as deli ned in equation (2.41. 1s of the form ~1(x) x T(x) · 0 -~. 

Physically, however, this is not a realistic situation. For a position-independent line 
profile tj;(.\) is a constant while, for a pressure broadened line profile, the hair width is, in 
many cases, proportional to the atom density and thus tf;lx) is proportional to T(x) 1 
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If ~l(x) is not proportional to T(x)~ 0 · 5 , then the following assumption must be made in 
order to obtain the limiting values: ( x) e V," » kTM. The limiting value for M is then 

For broadening processes due to electrons, where V, is the ionization potential, 

M .::::: [ V,, +0.5 V,J o.s 
' V,.+0.5V, ' 

if e( Vm + V,) » kTM. For both cases. the limiting value for p is 

6 [ M~ J Pcx ~ ~ arc tan (14- lM; )o.s . 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

A further simplification arises if the function Y(p, r), as given by equation (2.5), is con
sidered. This !miction is plotted in Fig. 2, and the function has a maximum for all values of p 

less than unity. This maximum describes conditions at the intensity maximum of a self
reversed line. The: maximum value of the function is given by the following equation 

(2.9) 

Thus, if the spectral radiance is measured at the intensity maximum of a self-reversed 
line and the upper and lower levels of the line are known, then the maximum temperature 
along the line of sight can be found using equations (2.6) or (2.7)-(2.9) and (2.1 ). 

In many high-pressure discharges, especially light sources, the temperature profile 
is approximately parabolic.1 1 0

•
14

· 
15

) However it is necessary to know how sensitive Bartels' 
method is to changes in the temperature profile and the line broadening processes. It is 

0 ...__....___,___.__~·--'-------'--·----'---
2 3 4 5 6 

Optical depth, r 

Fl«. ~ Bartels' function rt1•. rl as a function of optical depth r (cquatinn (~.5)1. The ] pt·r t't'nt 
erTt'r line is also sllown. 
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possible to use initially the limiting values quoted above and then to carry out an iterative 
process on the full cquations.1-t 1 but this is a somewhat involved procedure. The purpose 
of the following calculations is to indicate the magnitude of the errors introduced when 
the limiting values are used, i.e. to show under what conditions the simple limiting values 
can be used. A constant is introduced which will be called "Bartels' constant" (D8 ): 

(2.10) 

The spectral radiance at the intensity maximum of the self-reversed line (l.,) must be mul
tiplied by this factor in order to obtain the Planck radiation function associated with the 
maximum temperature along the line of sight. 

The Bartels' method has bec!l expanded to include more general situations than the one 
described above. It has been shown by BARTELS~16 l that the theory can also deal wittt 
stimulated emission. The influence of a strong continuum has been considered by BARTELS 
and BEUCHELT.1171 

3. KRUITHOF'S METHOD 

In this method the emission and absorption in a small frequency interval of a line are 
measured. The measurements give integrated values along the line of sight, as shown in 
Fig. I. Since L TE has been assumed. the radiation emission and absorption are related 
through Kirchht)fT's law. The concept or an effective temperature along the line of sight is 
used. Lc. 

L, = [1-l(r)]B, . .fl~rr). (3.1) 

where t(r) measured transmission, '(.11 c!Tcctivc temperature as dc11ncd by this 
equation. As with Bartels' method, it is assumed that the temperature profile is mono
tonically decreasing. Thus the effective temperature along the line of sight will be lower than 
the maximum temperature. 

KRU!THOF and RIEMENsi"i derived the following relationship, assuming (i) local thermo~ 
dynamic equilibrium, (ii) stimulated emission can be neglected: 

(-hl'o) gm t(v) ·'~~· . l Jx , · J exp -k· -; - = -- ..:_ , ex( v, x)!V ,(x) exp ex( r, x 11\ "'(x) dx dx, 
1 dr g, I I( 1) • 

·· xu -- \'u -· 

(3.2) 

where gm. g11 are statistical weights, a(v, x) = atomic absorption coeflkient, N,,(x) 
population of the lower level, N,(x) = population of the upper level. 

These populations arc related to the ground level population through the Boltzmann 
relationship and are thus a function of T(x). Thus equation (3.2) relates the effective tem
perature with the maximum temperature along the line of sight. The derivation or equation 
(3.2) is given in the appendix. 

The procedure adopted to obtain the temperature proflle is as follows. With the help 
of equation (3.1) the effective temperature proflle is measured as a function of y (see Fig. I) 
and it is assumed that this is a reasonable approximation for the true temperature profile. 
The form of the profile is kept constant but its magnitude is slightly increased, and this is 
the first iteration to find the true temperature profile. Lsing the assumed temperature 
proflle, the effective temperature as a function of y is calculated with equation (3.2). The 
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iterative process is continued until the temperature profile results in a calculated effective 
temperature which is in agreement with the measured value. 

If the additional conditions concerning the line profile and temperature profile, re
quired to obtain Bartels' limiting values are applied in this case, then a plot of the difference 
between the effective and maximum temperature as a function of the optical depth can be 
obtained. However, unlike Bartels' method, where the factor D8 was independent of the 
maximum temperature, in Kruithofs method the difference between the effective and 
maximum temperature is a function of the maximum temperature. This is shown in Fig. 3 
for the mercury 546.1 nm line CV,, 7.73 eV, V.n = 5.46 eV) assuming a parabolic tempera
ture distribution and a position-independent line profile. In some cases the effective 
temperature can be assumed to be a good approximation for the maximum temperature, 
e.g. in the publication of RAUTENBERG and JOHNSON( 181 the measured temperature is about 
lOOK below the true temperature. This has been calculated using Kruithof's method and 
assuming Stark broadening of the mercury 577 nm line due to electrons. However care 

:0.: 400 ~:..-----

200 

0~------~------~------L-------~~ 
2 4 

OptiCOI depth, r 

FIG. 3. The difference between the maximum temperature TM and the effective temperature 7; 11 

as a function of the optical depth, calculated according to Kruithof with equation (3.2) for the 
546.1 nm mercury line with a position-independent line profile and a parabolic temperature profile, 

wall temperature Tw I x J03 K. 

must be exercised since the term "effective temperature" is defined in various ways in the 
literature. ( 14 · 191 

4. COMPARISON WITH THE RADIATIVE TRANSFER EQUATION 

The radiative transfer equation is, in this one-dimensional problem, neglecting stimu
lated emission: 

dl.,.(x) "'·' 1:,.(x)dx -h(l•,x)i.,.(x)dx, (4. l) 

where c,.(x) = emission coefficient, K(v, x) = absorption coefficient. 
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For a plasma in L TE. these are related through Kirchholf's law: 

::,.(x) K(v, x)B.,
0
[T(x)J, (4.2) 

while the absorption coefficient can be written in terms of atomic constants, the population 
of the absorbing state N"'(x) and the line profile L(v v0 , x). assuming no shift of the line 
centre frequency: 

1\(I',X) constant N
111
(x)L(I'-1'0 ,x). (4.3) 

For a specified spectral line and temperature distribution. the radiative transfer equation 
can be integrated, as a functiou of the optical depth, to give the radiation intensity as 
measured by an external observer. 

The purpose of this section is to determine the agreement between the true solution, 
as found by numerical integration of the radiative transfer equation. and the solution given 
by Bartels' limiting values for a situation in which the specified assumptions are fulfilled. 
The calculations have been carried out for situations which frequently arise in high
pressure gas discharge lamps. The line chosen is the mercury 546.1 nm line which is fre
quently self-reversed and is often used in arc temperature measurements. In order to 
satisfy the conditions under which the limiting values of Bartels' method are valid. a 
parabolic temperature profile was assumed with 7;\1 = 5 x l03 K and Tw 1 x I0 3 K. 
The line pro!ile was assumed to be of the form </>( r- t' 0 )q'J(x) with q'J(x) constant. Thus the 
condition ei·;, » ki~1 must be fuiiHied. For the above values e~;, JOkT\t since the lower 
level of this mercury line is at 5.46 eV. 

The parameter used to determine the accuracy of the method is the line intensity 
expressed as a function of the optical depth. This can be calculated using Bartels' equations 
(2.6) and (2.8). substituting in equation (2.9) and finally evaluating equation (2.1). For an 
optical depth of up to 5 and within the accuracy of the numerical solution ( ~ l per cent) 
there is complete agreement between the true solution using the radiative transfer equation 
and the solution found using Bartels' limiting values, i.e. if the assumptions are fulfilled 
Bartels' approximate solution is excellent. Kruithof's method gives the same result, but 
since in this case there have been no simplifying assumptions in the mathematical analysis, 
this only provides a check on the accuracy of the numeric:1l procedures. In this section the 
mathematical correctness of Bartels' limiting values has been checked and in the following 
section the physics of the solution will be considered. 

5. INFLUENCE OF THE LINE PROFILE AND TEMPERATURE PROFILE 

The same mercury line (546. l nm) and conditions are used as in the previous section, 
but the temperature profile and line profile have been altered so that the effect of these 
parameters on the Bartels' solution can be studied. 

When considering the effect of the line profile the temperature distribution is assumed 
to be parabolic. The following line broadening processes will be considered: (i) position
independent: 1/J(x) is constant, (ii) pressure-broadening: q'J(x) x T(x) 1

, (iii) Stark broaden
ing (Unsold theoryl 201 ): q'J(x) <x T(x)5

:
12 cxp[ -d~/2kT(x)]. By solving equations (2.::) 

and (2.3) numerically the Bartels' factor, as defined in CljUation (2.10}. l1as been calculated 
and the results are to be found in Table I. It is seen that these three broadening processes 
are fairly accurately described by Bartels' limiting values. 
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i 
TABLE 1. EFFECT OF LINE PROFilE 01' BARTELS' CONSTANTS M,p AND D 8 . COMPARISON BETWEEN TRUE VALUES 

AND LIMITING VALUES [SEE EQUATIONS (2.2H2.10)] 

Line broadening. 1/J(x) ,\.1 M, p p, DB DB, 

position-independent constant 0.84 0.84 0.82 0.81 1.30 1.31 
pressure-broadening T(x) ' 0.84 0.84 0.81 0.81 1.31 1.31 

Stark broadening '" [-eV,] T(x) . - exp 2kT(x) 0.91 0.91 0.90 0.89 l.l5 1.16 

.. ~~~--------· 

The calculations are carried out for the 546.1 nm mercury line. assuming a parabolic temperature profile. 
maximum temperature T.'f = 5 x 10-'K and wall temperature Tw = I x 10-'K. 

Mercury ionization potential V, 10.4eV. 

When considering the effect of the temperature profile the line profile is assumed to 
be of the form 1/J(x) is constant. The assumed temperature profile along the diameter is 

T(x) = 7~ [7;\f T(x0 )](x/x0 )''. 

where n = l, 2 or 3 represents a linear, parabolic or cubic profile respectively. The results 
are given in Table 2. In general it may be concluded that as long as the temperature profile 
close to the axis of the discharge does not change too rapidly, e.g. a parabolic or cubic 
profile. the error introduced by using the limiting value is small. For a 10 per cent error, 
in the limiting value the error in the axis temperature is -90K at 5 x 103K. The tempera
ture profile further away from the axis plays no significant role in this case. This is because, 
for the situation considered, there is a rapid decrease in the emission and absorption 
coefficients at small distances from the axis (x/x0 < 0.5). 

The sensitivity of the method to the maximum temperature and its relative insensitivity 
to the temperature distribution along the line of sight are important features when tem
perature profile rather than axis temperature measurements are considered. In order to 
determine the temperature pro11le, L,. is measured as a function of y (see Fig. 1). Even if the 
temperature profile is parabolic the temperature distribution along the line of sight will 
not be parabolic other than for y 0, i.e. along a diameter. Because the method is relatively 
insensitive to the temperature distribution along the line of sight, the maximum tempera
ture along the line of sight, T,W'. can be accurately determined. Thus the temperature profile 
T(r) has been found since it is identical with the maximum temperature along the line of 
sight as a function of y, i.e. TM!y). 

TABlE 2. EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE PROFILE ON BARTELS' CONSTANTS M, p AND D 8 . 

COMPARISON BETWEEN TRUE 'vALUES AND liMITING VALUES (SEE EQUATIONS 
(2.2H2.10lJ 

Temperature profile 

linear 
parabolic 
cubic 

M 

0.72 
0.84 
0.89 

M.,, 

0.84 

p 

0.75 
0.82 
0.86 

p,, 

0.81 
1.58 
1.30 
1.20 

1.31 

The calculations are carried out for the 546.1 nm mercury line. assuming. a line 
profile L(l' 1•0 • x) I/J(v-v0 )1/J(x) with 1/f(x) constant, maximum temperature 
TM = 5 x 103 K, wall temperature Tw 1 x l03K. 
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6. RESONANCF Ll N ES 

One of the limitations mentioned in Section 2 was that Bartels' method docs not cover 
the situation where the spectral line is a resonance line. In the derivation of the limit values 
it was assumed that t'"; .. » kT~1 • In Fig. 4 the Bartels' constant D8 has been plotted as a 
function of the lower energy level of the line, with a constant upper energy level. The 
conditions are once again a parabolic temperature distribution (TM 5 x !03 K, '4v 
I x l03 K) and a constant line profile. Two upper energy levels, 5 eV and 10 eV have been 
considered. The limiting values of Bartels' constant are calculated using equations (2.6), 
(2.8) and (2.9), while the true values arc found by the numerical integration of equations 
(2.2) and (2.3) and substitution in (2.9). For an upper energy level of 10 eY there is a 5 per 
cent difference between the true value and the limiting value of Bartels' constant D8 when 
eV,, ~ 4/.:TM~i.e. for a spccilicd allowable error it is possible to quantify the condition 
t' It~, » k T.\t . 

.:: 

10 I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

8 : 
I 

c; 6 
~ 
c; 
0 

" 
"' ~ 
6 4 
CD 

2 

-True value 
--- Limitinq value 

5 eV upper enerqy I eve I 

5 10 15 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Lower enerqy level, eV 

eV 
kTM 

Fr<i. 4. The I rue and limiting values of Bartels' constanl D8 as a function of the lower energy level 
(equations (2.1 )(2.10)). Calculated assuming a position-independent line profile and a parabolic 

temperature profile, maximum temperature TM 5 x 10-'K. wall temperature Tw = I x 103 K. 

As can be seen from equations (2.6) and (2.8), the limiting values of M and p are not 
applicable for resonance lines, but finite values arc given by the integral expressions, 
equations (2.2) and (2.3). These integrals have been evaluated for the mercury resonance 
line at 253.7 nm, assuming a parabolic temperature profile. Table 3 gives the Bartels' 
constant D8 which has been evaluated for three values nf wall temperature and two types 
of line broadening. Unlike the situation for non-resonance lines, the constant is dependent 
on the whole temperature prolile and is sensitive to the type of line broadening. 

* see page 29. 
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TAilLE 3. EFFECT OF WALL TEMPERAr!IRI AND I.INI: PROFILE ON BARTELS' CONSTANT [) 8 !'OR A RESONANT AND 

NON-RESONANT LINb 

Wall tempera lUre (K) 
Line Lin..: prolile 

JO·' 1.5 X )0·1 2 X )0-' 

Resonant Hg 2517 nm Positwn-indepcndent ljt(x) is constant 7.59 6.35 5.40 
Pressure-broadened ljt(x) x T(x) I 15.10 10.14 7.50 

Non-resonant Hg 546.1 nm Position-independent ljt(xi is constant 1.30 1.30 1.30 
Pressure-broaden.:d ljt(x) x T(x) I 1.31 1.31 131 

The calculations are carrit:d out assuming a parabnlie tempcratur..: profile and a maximum temperature 

TM = 5x 103 K. 

Thus it is theoretically possible to use Bartels' method for resonance lines, but the 
simple limiting values are not applicable. The accuracy of the results depends not only on 
the accuracy of the temperature profile near the arc centre but also close to the discharge 
tube wall. Due to experimental difficulties, e.g. refraction due to the wall, weak radiation 
intensity and stray radiation. accurate measurements in the region close to the wall are 
not always possible. In addition the precise form of the line broadening must be known if 
accurate results are to be obtained. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

Bartels' method is extremely simple to usc provided that the line is self-reversed and the 
conditions listed in Section 2 are fulfilled. For typical high-pressure arcs the assumptions 
are not always completely fulfilled but it has been shown that all the assumptions need not 
be precisely fulfilled in order to obtain fairly accurate results. In order to give a review of 
the effect of changes in the temperature and line protiks, the radiative transfer equation, 
i.e. equation (4. I), was used to determine radiati1)11 inh:nsity at the self-reversal point for 
the 546.1 nm mercury line. The axis temperaturl? w<t-.. determined using Bartels' limiting 
values and this radiation intensity. The result .. He presented in Table 4. Apart from the 

TABI.E 4. Rrvuw OJ· AXIS TFMP1,~ ·,;;·;~r AS ('t,r<'l:tATI'Il IISINU BARil'!.~· 

I.IM!tll''· 

Line hroadcning 

IJtl:::.ni~)n-indcpcndenl 

;ji• \) j.., ~onstant 

l'ressurc-hroadcning 
ip(xl ' n.,, ' 

Stark-broadening 

[

. d l 
ljt<.d ; T(x)'·" exp I 

2/..Tt ~~ 

ill " iJJ!. 

T..:mpaatur~ Calculated ax1s 
pmlik Tcmpcratur..: (K 1 

Lint:a' 4i\3(J lt.• 
1\trahoilc 5000 
<'ub1,· 5070 

l.mcar 4i\10 
Para bohr 49i\O 
Cubic 5060 

Linear 4'l0() 
Parabclhc 4990 
t'ub~<: 5o:IO 

The o.:akuiatlt<l'' '"' ,·;!fri.:d nul fur the '411.1 nm mcr,·ury line assmn 
mg a maximum tnnp<'!.lh:r ·1., ' ' IOJI' and a wall tcmpetatur, 
T,. = I x 11\JK. 
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somewhat unrealistic case of a linear temperature profile, in all other cases the temperature 
is within 70K of the true value of 5 x 103K. For non self-reversed lines. Bartels' method 
using the limiting values is still applicable but in order to evaluate Y(p, r), as given in 
equation (2.5), the optical depth must be measured. 

The Kruithof method is another solution of the equation of radiative transfer and, with 
the same assumptions as for the Bartels' method, it yields the same results. In order to 
use the Kruithof method the optical depth must be measured. Should greater accura<;:y be 
required, an iterative process can be carried out If the assumptions necessary to obtain 
Bartels' limiting values are applied to the Kruithof method the relationship between the 
effective temperature and the maximum temperature along the line of sight can be evaluated 
for a given spectral line, i.e. a table or graph is available to enable the maximum temperature 
to be found. However, unlike the Bartels' method, the factor in the Kruithof,method is a 
function of the maximum temperature. Should an iterative process be required then the 
Kruithof method leads to slightly simpler expressions. Both methods can also be used to 
deal with resonance lines. However the simple limiting values are not applicable and there 
are serious practical dilllculties in applying the methods in such cases. 

The usefulness of the two methods may be questioned when computers are often 
readily available and thus a numerical solution of the radiative transfer equation is possible. 
In order to carry out such a numerical solution full details about the line profile are re
quired. An initial estimate of the temperature profile is also required in order to start a 
stable and rapidly converging iterative process. In many practical situations full details 
about the line broadening processes are not known and thus an approximate solution 
must be used. Since Bartels' method gives an approximate solution without absorption 
measurements and without the need to resort to a computer for a numerical solution, it is 
a rapid and easily applied method. Should an even more accurate result be required then 
these initial results form excellent starting values for an iterative solution. 
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APPENDIX 

The derivation of the Kruithof relationship, equation (3.2), is given in this appendix. A simplified form of the 
equation is to be found in the literature161 but the full derivation has not yet been published. The authors are most 
grateful to Professor Kruithof for permitting them to give the full derivation of his method. 

In Fig. 1 the coordinate system is shown. The radiation is due to a transition in an atom from upper level n to 
lower level m. Stimulated emission has been neglected. 

The integral form of the radiative transfer equation is 

L, r ~,(x) exp[ I K(v, x)dx J dx 

exp[- J K(•·, x) dx J I 1:,(x) cxp[ J K(v, x)dx] dx, (All 
-~ -~o t 1) 

where c:,(x) emission coefficient, K(v, x) = absorptiOn coefticient 

K(v, x) a(v, x)N ,.(x), (A2) 

where IX(v, x) = atomic absorption coefficient which depends on the line profile and atomic constants, N ,.(x) = 
population of the lower level. 

For a system in L TE. 

r.,(x) K(1•, x)B,,.(T(x)) 

= K(v, x)c/{exp[h••0/kT(x)] I}, (AJ) 

where c constant associated with the Planck radiation law. 
The transmission t(v) of the plasma is given by 

r(v) exp[- I K(v,x)dx]. (A4) 

"' 
Combining equations (AIHA4) gives 

xro 1X(v,x)N.,.(x) [ 'r J L, = ct(v) exp _ a(v,x)N,.(x)dx dx. 
• exp(hv 0/kT) -1 _ 

(A5) 
- ~0 ~ xo 

If it is assumed that T(x) can be described by a single effective temperature T.rr. the plasma may be described as 
a "grey body" and 

L, = 8,
0
(T.,rr )[1- t(vl] 

c 
-------[1-l(v)]. 
exp(hv0/k'T.rr)- I 

Combining equations (A5) and (A6) and assuming that hv0 » kT, 

( 
ln•0 ) t(v) fxo [ ( hv0 )] f [ J;' ]} exp -- = o:(v,x)N,.(x) exp --· ~exp a(v,x)N,.(x)dx dx. 

kT.rr 1-l(v) kT(x) l . 
- Xo ~ xo 

If depletion of the ground state population due to excitation and ionization can be neglected then 

Nix)= (gj/g0 )N 0 exp[ -eV/kT(x)], (j =norm) 

where N 0 ground state population, gi and g0 are statistical weights, also hv0 e(V.- V,.), so that 

N ,.(x) exp[ hv0 jk T(x)] = (g,./g.)N .(x). 

Substituting equation (AS) in equation (A7) gives 

(
- hvo) t(v) g,. s·· [ s· J exp ··k-··· = --- a(v, x)N.(x) exp a(v, x)Nm(x) dx dx. 

T.rr 1-t(v)g. 
-~ -xo 

This is the Kruithof relation, equation (3.2). 

(A6) 

(A7) 

(AS) 

(A9) 

The effect of stimulated emission can easily be included by carrying out the above analysis using 
K(v, x){ I exp[ -h••0/kT(.-.:ll} in place of K(v, x). When solving equation (A9) it is frequently useful to assume 
that 0:(1', x) = constant <f>(v- v0)t/l(x), as is done in the case of the Bartels' analysis [see equation (2.4)]. 
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Fig. 4 the differences between liciting value and true value. 
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CHAPTER II 
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Abstract. Diagnostic work on a mercury/tin iodide arc has enabled the effect of adding 
tin iodide to a high-pressure mercury arc to be demonstrated. As the tin iodide pressure 
increases to a few hundred Torr, the axis temperature decreases from 6000 to about 
5200 K. The temperature profile also changes because the plasma thermal conductivity 
is enhanced in a given temperature range due to dissociation and recombination of 
molecules. Absorption measurements i.ndicate that there is a continuous absorption 
below 550 nm which increases with decreasing wavelength. The continuum absorption 
is due to tin di-iodide molecules which exist in tl1e coolest, outer layer of the arc column. 
About 20% of the input power is radiated as continuum in the visible. Emission profile 
measurements of this continuum were made, and the results are explained with the 
help of thermodynamic crtlculations. In the cooler, outer mantle the continuum is due 
to electronic transitions to the ground state in the tin mono-iodide molecule. Close to 
the axis the continuum is possibly also due to recombination processes. 

1. Introduction 

Mercuryitin halide arcs are of interest as light sources since they generate continuous 
radiation in the visible spectrum and are capable of realizing excellent colour rendition 
(Mori et al 1967). The present paper reports absorption. emission and temperature 
measurements in a high-pressure mercury/tin iodide arc. This work has revealed new 
features of the arc which were not dealt with in previous pubiications (Zollweg and 
Frost 1967, Springer and Taylor 1971). 

2. Description of the arc 

When a relatively long (length/diameter> 4) metal halide arc tube is operated in a vertical 
position, a separation of the components takes place in the axial direction. This separa
tion is a well known effect in metal halide arcs (Waymouth 1971 ). The lamp on which the 
diagnostic work was carried out had an electrode separation of 118 mm and an internal 
diameter of 15 mm. The quartz discharge tube had tungsten electrodes and a filling of 
mercury and tin iodide (37 mg Hg, 11·5 mg Snh). Argon (20 Torr at room temperature) 
was also added as the ignition gas, and the estimated total operating pressure was 3-4 atm. 
Measurements were made when the arc dissipated 800 W (220 V, 4·1 A, 50 Hz). 

When the arc tube is operated in a vertical position the following is observed. At 
the top end of the arc tube the characteristic features of the mercury arc are visible with 
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the bright arc core at the axis. Towards the lower end of the arc the visible radiation 
also comes from a much broader mantle surrounding the bright arc core. This is a typical 
feature of a tin iodide arc. At the lower end of the discharge tube the tin iodide pressure 
is estimated from absorption measurements to be a few hundred Torr. 

In this long discharge, with separation of the components in an axial direction, it is 
possible to study the effect of adding progressively more tin iodide to the arc. If measure
ments are carried out at various axial positions, it is possible to start with a mercury 
arc, about which quite a lot is known (Eien baas 195 J ), and then to measure the effect 
of adding tin iodide, the whole set of measurements being carried out on one arc tube. 
A disadvantage is that the concentration of the tin iodide at a given axial position is not 
accurately known. Thermodynamic and spectral data for the molecules present in the 
arc are often inaccurate or unknown. Thus quantitative comparisons would not be 
possible even if the concentration of the tin iodide as a function of axial position was 
known. 

3. Spectral power distribution 

The visible spectral power distribution (sPD) was measured for two 20 mm high sections 
of the arc. Figure l(a) shows the SPD for the top 20 mm of the arc. The most important 
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Figure J. Spectral power distribution (srD) of a mercury/tin iodide lamp: (a) top 20 mm 
of the arc-predominantly a mercury SPD; (h) bottom 20 mm of the arc~-~ predominantly 
a tin iodide arc. 
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features are the strong mercury lines together with a weak continuum and tin lines; that 
is, predominantly a mercury arc SPD. The SPD for the bottom 20 mm of the arc is shown 
in figure 1 (b). It is seen that the results are quite different, with the continuum rather 
than the lines dominating the SPD. About 20 ~~of the input power for this section of the 
arc is radiated as visible continuous radiation (Jack and Koedam, to be published). 
Identifiable features in the SPD are the spectral lines of mercury and tin, continuous 
emission below 405 nm resulting from electron attachment to iodine atoms (Rothe 
1969), and the Hgl band. which has a pronounced band head at 444 nm (Pearse and 
Gaydon 1965). The source of most of the continuous visible radiation will be discussed 
later in the paper. 

4. Absorption measurements 

In addition to the absorption due to the presence of tin and mercury, there is at wave
lengths below 550 nm a continuous absorption which increases with decreasing wave
length. This absorption was not reported in the earlier work of Springer and Taylor 
(1971). Figure 2 gives the measured continuous absorption along a diameter at three 
axial positions. It is seen that the absorption increases as the distance from the upper 
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Figure 2. Measured continuous absorption along a diameter at three axial positions. 
dis the distance from the upper electrode. 

electrode increases; that is, as the region of the arc which has the characteristics of a tin 
iodide arc is approached. Spatially resolved measurements indicate that this absorption 
takes place close to the discharge tube wall (at distances greater than 0·8 times the tube 
inner radius). 

The source of the continuous absorption was determined in a separate experiment. 
A short tube containing mercury and tin iodide was heated in an oven, and the absorp· 
tion coefficient for Snh in the wavelength range 300--700 nm was determined. The results 
are in agreement with those of Zollweg and Frost (1969) and indicate that the presence 
of mercury does not influence the absorption coefficient of Snk When an arc is run in 
the short discharge tube there is little axial separation of the components. The Snh 
density distribution can be determined from the filling, thermodynamic calculations 
(see § 7) and temperature measurements (see § 6). Thus it is possible to calculate the 
continuous absorption due to Snb. and this is in agreement with the measured values; 
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that is, the source of the continuous absorption is the Snh molecules which exist in the 
low-temperature region close to the discharge tube wall. 

5. Emission measurements 

Emission measurements of the continuum were carried out at 600 nm. At this wave
length the plasma has negligible-that is, less than 5 ~~;-absorption. The absorption 
increases at shorter wavelengths, but if the effect of absorption is corrected for, the radial 
emission profile is basically the same over the whole wavelength range considered 
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Figure 3. Time-averaged continuum emission profiles at three axial positions: wave
length 600 nm. dis the distance from the upper electrode. 

(470-650 nm). Figure 3 shows the time-averaged emission profiles, after an Abel trans
formation has been carried out, at the same three axial positions where the temperature 
profile was measured. As the distance from the upper electrode increases-that is, 
changing over from a region which has the characteristics of a mercury arc to one which 
has the characteristics of a tin iodide arc-the absolute intensity of the continuum 
increases. At 80 and 100 mm from the upper electrode a second maximum in the emission 
coefficient is to be seen, this maximum being located in the cooler, outer mantle. If 
the emission profile is measured at other intermediate axial positions, it will be seen that 
as the tin iodide concentration increases, the second maximum in the outer mantle 
increases in magnitude and moves progressively nearer to the axis of the arc. 

6. Temperature measurements 

The temperature measurements were carried out using Bartels' method (Bartels 1950), 
which only requires the measurement of the absolute intensity at the top of a 
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nonresonance self-reversed line. For the upper section of the arc, which has the character
istics of a mercury arc, the temperature profile was determined using the mercury line 
at 546·1 nm. 

At the lower section of the arc, which has the characteristics of a tin halide arc, the 
mercury line at 546· I nm is self-reversed only close to the axis. The self-reversed tin 
line at 380·1 nm was used to measure the temperature profile. As can be seen from figure 
2, there is considerable continuous absorption at this wavelength. Since this absorption 
occurs in the outer mantle, while the tin line radiation is gC'neratcd in the hot. central 
core of the arc, a straightforward correl'lion can be applied to <1\.'l'Ollllt l'or the encct or 
absorption on the intensity of'! he tin line. 

The tin line at 380·1 nm also docs not f'ulfil some ol'thc wnditions f'or the application 
of Bartels' method in its simplest form; namely the lower energy level of the line (1·07 eV) 
is not large compared with the excitation energy (kT~0·5 eV). the tin partial pressure is 
not constant (see * 7), and a correction must be applied to account for the depletion of 
the ground state due to excitation and ionization (Boumans 1966). In order to obtain 
more accurate results, an iteration procedure was carried out (de Groot and Jack, 
1973). Considering the measuring accuracy (150 K), one iteration was found to 
be sufficient and gave an axis temperature about 200 K higher than that obtained without 
the iteration. The validity of the absorption correction and the iteration procedure is 
substantiated by the fact that there is agreement in the axis temperature using the mercury 
line at 546· I nm and the tin line at 380·1 nm. 

Figure 4 shows the time-averaged temperature profiles at three axial positions. The 
temperature measurements are limited to radial positions where the mercury and/or 
tin lines display self-reversal. At larger radii, self-reversal is also observed, but if the 
line form is examined it can be shown that this is due to stray radiation; that is, radiation 
generated at or near to the axis and reflected at the wall. At 5 mm from the upper elec-
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trode the axis temperature is 6·0 x wa K with a profile characteristic of a high-pressure 
mercury arc (Elenbaas 1951, p 36). With increasing tin iodide concentration-that is, 
at greater distances from the upper electrode-the axis temperature first decreases, 
changing in profile at higher concentrations. At 100 mm from the upper electrode there 
is a more rapid fall-off in temperature close to the axis and a less rapid decrease at a 
point halfway between the axis and wall. Infrared emission measurements gave a wall 
temperature of 1170 ± 30 K. The broken curves in figure 4 represent the interpolated 
profile in the temperature range where measurements were not possible. 

7. Explanation of the results 

In order to attempt to explain the measured temperature and enuss10n profiles, the 
vapour composition of the arc must be considered. In such high-pressure arcs it is 
possible to assume that local thermodynamic equilibrium exists (Richter 1971), except 
probably for the region close to the wall (Waszink, 1973). Figure 5 shows the calculated 
vapour composition as a function of temperature, neglecting diffusion effects (Rehder 
et a!, private communication). Because of uncertainties in the basic thermodynamic 
data, the calculated vapour composition is subject to error; for example, the location 
of the maximum in the Snl pressure is only accurate to within a few hundred degrees 
Kelvin. 

The tin and mercury atoms, the negative iodine ions, and the Hg[ molecules give 

Temperature (K) 

Figure 5. Calculated vapour composition of a mercury/tin iodide system. Total pres
sure 3 atm. Hg: Sn : I : Ar= 5 : I : 2 : 0·5. 
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rise to the spectral lines, part of the continuum, and the band at 444 nm as described 
above. Two of the most important features of the figure are the snc- and Snl vapour 
pressure curves. The ionization potential of tin is less than that of mercury, and from 
other experiments it has been shown that the axial electric field strength is approximately 
the same for a mercury arc and a mercury/tin iodide arc, where the mercury concentra
tion is greater than the tin iodide concentration. If, near the axis, the temperature profile 
is not radically altered, it is expected that the addition of tin iodide to the arc will cause 
a decrease in the axis temperature. J n figure 4 this is the observed result at 5 and 80 mm 
from the upper electrode. 

At still higher tin iodide concentrations-that is, 100 mm from the upper electrode
the form of the temperature profile is altered. Because of dissociation and recombination 
of molecules, the plasma thermal conductivity is enhanced in certain temperature regions 
owing to energy transfer by diffusion of the heat of reaction. This is one well known 
reason for the less rapid decrease in the temperature approximately halfway between the 
axis and wall. A simplified theoretical model also displays the same general features 
in the temperature profile (Shaffner 1971 ), but the calculations must be further refined 
before a quantitative comparison is possible. 

Positive identification of the radiating species in the cooler, outer mantle of a tin 
iodide arc has been carried out by Fischer et a/ (1972). Analysis of the band structure 
in the wavelength range 500~-620 nm at the second maximum in the emission coefficient 
shows that it is due to electronic transitions from the first excited state to the ground 
state (A 2 ~'->X 2fi) in the tin mono-iodide molecule. As the pressure increases the band 
structure becomes more and more masked due to broadening processes. No data are 
available for the transition probabilities, so that an absolute comparison belween the 
measured and calculated continuum radiation from Snl molecules is not possible. The 
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tin iodide pressure has little effect on the relative distribution or the Snl molecules as a 
function of temperature, and thus it is possible to calculate the relative population of the 
first excited state of the Snl molecule as a function of radial position in the arc without 
accurately knowing the tin iodide pressure. In figure 6 the measured emission profile 
100 mm from the upper electrode is redrawn, and the calculated emission profile due to 
transitions from the first excited state to the ground state in the Snl molecule is shown. 

The matching of the two profiles is at the second maximum; that is, r=4·75 mm. 
In figure 3 it can be seen that continuous radiation is also generated 5 mm from the 

upper electrode; that is, in the region where the arc has the characteristics of a mercury 
arc. This continuous radiation close to the axis is typical of a mercury arc, but the liter
ature dealing with the source or this radiation does not give a unified picture. It is 
thought to be due to recombination radiation-that is, free-bound transitions (Going 
et a/1955)-and possibly also due to electron-atom collisions (Neumann and Reimann 
1959, Biberman and Norman 1967). In ftgure 6 the intensity and form of the continuous 
radiation close to the axis, which is not ascribable to molecular radiation, is similar to 
the continuous radiation in a mercury arc. This is also possibly due to recombination 
radiation, but the uncertainty in the constants for the process 

Sn++e-+Sn +hv 

does not enable conclusions to be drawn concerning the importance of other possible 
sources of continuous radiation. 

8. Summary 

Diagnostic work on a long mercury/tin iodide arc has enabled the effect of adding tin 
iodide to a high-pressure mercury arc to be clearly demonstrated. As the tin iodide 
concentration increases, the axis temperature decreases, there is a more rapid fall-off 
in temperature close to the axis, and a less rapid decrease halfway between the axis and 
wall. The latter effect can be explained by the enhanced plasma thermal conductivity 
in a given temperature range due to dissociation and recombination of molecules. The 
contracted temperature profile was predicted on theoretical grounds by Shaffner ( 1971 ), 
but was not observed in earlier temperature measurements by Springer and Taylor 
(1971). Continuous absorption which occurs below 550 nm an<l increases with decreasing 
wavelength is due to tin di-iodide molecules present in the coolest, outer layer of the arc 
column. 

Some of the radiation in the visible is due to spectral lines of mercury and tin, con
tinuous radiation below 405 nm resulting from electron attachment to iodine atoms and a 
band due to Hgl molecules. Emission measurements were made of the remaining 
continuum, and a second maximum in the emission coefficient is detectable in the cooler, 
outer mantle. The position of this second maximum depends on the tin iodide concentra
tion. Positive identification of tin mono-iodide molecules as the radiating species in the 
cooler, outer mantle of a tin iodide arc has been carried out by Fischer et a/ (1972). 
With this information and thermodynamic calculations it is possible to postulate that a 
substantial percentage of the continuum in the wavelength range considered (470-650 nm) 
is due to transitions from the first excited state to the ground state in the tin mono
iodide molecule. The remainder of the continuum generated on or close to the axis is 
possibly due to recombination processes. 
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CHAPTER III 

MEASUREMENT AND CALCULATION OF THE PLASMA TEMPERATURE 

DISTRIBUTION IN A HIGH PRESSURE SODIUM ARC 
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Abstract 

The plasma temperature distribution in a high 

pressure sodium arc with a diameter of 7.6 rom has 

been measured as a function of the sodium vapour 

pressure (50-500 torr) and the power input per 

unit of arc length (3000-6000 Wm- 1). The 

temperature has been determined from self-reversed 

lines~ absolute line intensities, recombination 

radiation and the electrical conductivity. Within 

the measuring accuracy these methods give the same 

results. For the discharge parameters studied, the 

axis temperature has a value between 3600 and 

4100 K. The temperature distribution and the field 

strength have been calculated from the solution of 

the energy balance equation. The calculated values 

agree with the measured values. 
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1. Introduction 

The high pressure sodium arc as first studied by 

Schmidt (1963, 1965) is characterised by a sodium vapour 

pressure between 50 and 1000 torr and by a current 

between 2 and 10 A for an arc with a diameter of 7.6 mm. 

Measurements of the plasma temperature have been carried 

out by several authors (Schmidt 1965, Chamberlain et.al. 

1971, Ozaki 1971, Chamberlain and Swift 1972, de Groot 

1972). Different results have been obtained, which can 

only partly be explained by differences in the 

discharge parameters. Calculations of the temperature 

distribution have been carried out by Lowke (1969) and 

Waszink (1973). Due to differences in the discharge 

parameters a straightforward comparison between these 

calculations and the published temperature measurements 

is not possible. 

The different literature values make it worthwhile 

to measure the plasma temperature distribution as a 

function of several discharge parameters with different 

methods. In this chapter calculations have also been 

carried out for the same discharge parameters. Thus a 

~ direct comparison between the measured and the 

calculated temperature distribution is possible. 

In this chapter the temperature distribution of a 

cylindrically symmetric sodium arc, with a plasma 

length large compared with the diameter is discussed. 

The spectrum of the arc and the influence of several 

buffer gases on the arc properties will be discussed in 

chapters IV and v. 
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2. Methods of plasma_ temperatu_Ee measurements 

The plasma temperature has been determined from 

self-reversed lines, absolute line intensities, 

recombination radiation and the electrical conductivity. 

For these measurements it is assumed that local thermal 

equilibrium (LTE) exists (see section 6). These methods 

are discussed in more detail below. 

Self-reversed spectral li~ 

With Bartels'method the temperature is determined from 

the spectral radiance in the maximum of a self-reversed 

non-resonance line, see chapter I. The method is 

applied to the ~a 568.3/568.8 and 818.4/819.5 nn lines. 

The Bartels'constant Dn is obtained fro~ the solution 
J;: 

of the radiative transfer equation, see equations (4.1)

(4.3) in chapter I. The value of the constant given in 

equation (4.3) follows fron 

constant = 4 'IT E: 
0 

2 'ITe 
me 

f ( 2 • 1 ) 

where £ is dielectric constant in vacuum, e the 
0 

elementary charge, rn the electron mass and f the 

absorption oscillator strength. The oscillator strengths 

of the sodium lines are taken from Wiese (1969). The 

non-resonance sodium lines considered have the 3p-levels 
2 (3 P112 , 312 ) as lower levels. The line profile is 

determined by the resonance broadening of the 3p-levels 

(Foley 1946) and the Stark broadening and the Stark 

shift of the upper level (Bennett and Griem 1971). 

Doppler broadening can be neglected. All line shapes 

have a dispersion profile. The Stark broadening and 

Stark shift are determined by the electron density; the 
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additional broadening due to the interaction with ions 

(Bennett and Griem 1971) is also taken into account. The 

electron density is calculated with the Saha equation; the 

temperature dependence of the partition function of the 

sodium atom and the lowering of the ionisation potential 

(Unsold 1955) is taken into account. 

The Bartels'constants DB of various sodium lines are 

given in the appendix. These values have been used in an 

iteration procedure (see chapter I) to obtain the 

temperature distribution. 

Absolute line intensities 

The radiant power per unit of volume E(r) in a spectral 

line is given by 

he PNa gn 
£(r) = x- A kT(r) z- exp(-En/kT(r)) 

0 

( 2. 2) 

where r is the radial coordinate, h the Planck constant, 

c the velocity of light, A the undisturbed wavelength of 
0 

the line considered, A the transition probability, pNa the 

sodium vapour pressure, k the Boltzmann constant, T(r) the 

temperature, g the statistical weight of the upper level, 
n 

Z the partition function of the atom and E the energy 
n 

of the upper level. With relation (2.2) T(r) can be 

determined from the measured value of E(r). The sodium 

vapour pressure is measured (see section 4). The 

transition probabilities of the sodium lines and other 

quantities relating to the sodium energy levels are known 

from literature (Wiese 1969). An Abel transform is carried 

out to find the radial emission distribution of the line 

from intensity measurements which are integrated values 

along the line of sight perpendicular to the axis of the 

arc. For this Abel transform it is assumed that the line 

has negligible self-absorption. The method is applied to 
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the Na 497.8/498.3 and 514.9/515.5 nm lines. These lines 

can be considered as optically thin as the measured 

absorption for these lines, along a diameter of the arc, 

is less than 10%. The lines are superimposed on the wings 

of the D-lines and the emission spectrum of the Na 2 
molecules (chapter IV). The emission and the absorption 

due to the D-lines and the Na 2 molecules at these 

wavelengths has been measured (chapter IV) and a 

straightforward correction has been applied. 

Recombination radiation 

The continuous spectrum of the sodium arc below 408 nm is 

mainly due to recombination radiation (Rothe 1969) - that 

1s free bound transitions to the 3p-levels: 

+ - ;: Na + e ~ Na (3p) + he/A 

where Na;:(3p) denotes the excited 3p-levels of the sodium 

atom. The emission coefficient E:;, (r) is found via 

Kirchoff's law: 

(2.3) 

where K(r) is the absorption coefficient, BA(T(r)) the 

Planck function for wavelength A and temperature T(r), 

N3p(T(r)) the population of the 3p-levels and crA (3p) the 

photon ionisation cross-section of the 3p-levels. The 

population of the 3p-levels is related to the sodium 

vapour pressure and the temperature via Boltzmanns law. 

For a known sodium vapour pressure the temperature can 

thus be determined from E:A(r) via equation (2.3). The 

value of crA (3~) is known in the literature (Rothe 1969). 

Measurements have been carried out at the wavelengths 

A = 300 and A = 350 nm. For these wavelengths the 
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contribution of the radiation due to free found transitions 

to other levels than the 3p-levels is negligible (Moskvin 

1963, Rothe 1969). The free-free radiation as calculated with 

the Kramers theory (Richter 1968, p.40) is less than 0.1% of 

the measured value of EA(r). In the temperature range (3500-

4000 K) and the sodium vapour pressure range (50 - 500 torr) 

the emission coefficient of the Na 2 molecules, as calculated 

from the density (see chapter IV) and the photon absorption 

cross-section (Hudson 1965) of the Na 2 molecules, is less 

than 10% of the emission coefficient measured at these 

wavelengths. The emission of the Na 2 molecules has been 

neglected for the temperature determination. The radiation 

absorption of the Na 2 molecules at these wavelengths is less 

than 1% as follows from the Na 2 density (chapter IV) and the 

photon absorption cross-section of these molecules. It is 

not possible to calculate the contribution of the emission 

due to electron-atom collisions (Biberman and Norman 1967, 

Muck 1973) and of the association continua (Muck and Popp 

1973) because of the uncertainty in the theories for these 

processes. Assuming that the emission of these processes is 

proportional to the atom density and the electron density 

and assuming that the proportionality factor is. nearly the 

same for sodium as for mercury, this emission can be 

neglected. This follows from a comparison with the mercury 

arc (chapter II). 

The electrical conductivity 

The current I and field strength E are coupled via the 

relation 

R 

I= 2nE) r cr(T(r)) dr 

0 

(2.4) 

where a (T(r)) is the electrical conductivity and R the inner 

radius of the tube. The formula of Shkarofsky et.al. (1966, 
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p. 140) has been used for the calculation of the electrical 

conductivity. The values of the cross-section for momentum 

transfer for electron-atom interaction as given by Norcross 

(1971) and Hoores and Norcross (1972) are used. The contribution 

due to electron-ion interaction has been calculated with the 

Spitzer formula given by Shkarofsky et.al. (1966 p.252-256, 

p.317). The axis temperature can be calculated from current and 

field strength values when the sodiu~ vapour pressure and the 

relative form of the temperature profile are known. The field 

strength is determined from arc voltage and electrode separation. 

The arc voltage is the lamp voltage minus the electrode fall. It 

is assumed that the electrode fall is equal to the quotient of 

electrode losses and current. For the tungsten electrodes used, 

the electrode losses are nearly linearly dependent on the input 

power. The losses of both electrodes are 22 W for a power 

dissipation of 3000 W per meter arc length and 27 W for a power 

dissipation of 6000 W per meter (Tielemans, private 

communication). 

The measuring accuracy is, dependen~ on the method used, 

determined by the systematic errors in the intensity calibration 

(5%), the Bartels constant (5%), the transition probabilities 

(20%), the photon ionisation cross-section (20%), the sodium 

vapour pressure (25%), the field strength (5%) and the cross

section for momentum transfer (20%) and further by the random 

errors in the intensity calibration (5%) and the measurement of 

intensities (5%), current (1%) and field strength (2%). The 

uncertainty in the temperature, as measured with different 

methods, lies between 150 and 200 K. The random error in the 

temperature is about 50 K. 

The results of the measurements will be given in section 5 

after the discussion of the temperature calculations (section 3) 

and the description of the experimental set up (section 4). 
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3. Calculation of the temperature distribution 

The temperature distribution in a cylindrically 

symmetric arc can be calculated from the energy balance 

equation. 

( 3 • I ) 

and the relation between current and field strength 

E "" 
I 

R 

2n f cr(T(r))rdr 

0 

( 3. 2) 

where A is the thermal conductivity and P d(r) the net 
c ra 

radiant power per unit of volume. The following remarks 

must be made: 

a) convection and diffusion are not taken into account; 

b) it is assumed that LTE exists; 

c) the electrical conductivity is calculated with the 

formula of Shkarofsky et.al. (1966), see section 2; 

d) according to Hirschfelder et.al. (1964, p.534) the 

thermal conductivity is proportional to \{I and 

inversely proportional to the collision integral 

n (2 , 2). The collision integral for Na is approximately 

inversely proportional to \jT in the temperature range 

(1500 - 4500 K) as follows from the force constants for 

the Lennard-Janes• (6-12) potential (Vargaftik and 

Voshchinin 1967, Hirschfelder et.al. 1964, p.1126). The 

thermal conductivity is thus proportional to the 

temperature. The proportionality constant can be 

determined from the measured value at 1500 K (Timrot 

and Totskii 1967). The thermal conductivity is given by 

the relation 
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(3.3) 

The Na 2 density is for temperatures higher than 1500 K 

less than 1% of the Na density (chapter IV) and can be 

neglected for the calculation of the thermal conductivity 

(Timrot and Totskii 1967); 

e) the radiation term P d(r) is approximated by the radiation ra 

f) 

of the D-lines and the strongest non-resonance lines, i.e. 

the Na 568.3/568.8, 818.4/819.5 and I 14.04/113.81 nm lines. 

The recombination radiation and the molecular radiation 

play only a minor role (chapter IV); they are not taken 

into account. For the calculation of the radiant power in 

the optically thick D-lines the method of Van Trigt and 

Van Laren (1973) is used. With this method the calculation 

of the net radiant power of the D-lines can be carried out 

if the population of the 3p-level (N
3

p) divided by the 

population of the ground level (N
3

s) can be described by 

certain analytical functions. The following analytical 

function has been used for the calculations: 

( 3 • 4 ) 

In the solution of equation (3.1) the values of a and b 

are determined, with a least square fit to the calculated 

values of N
3

p and N
38

. This fit is bad near the wall of 

the arc but this has negligible influence on the 

temperature distribution and the field strength (see below); 

only the radiation absorption near the wall is influenced. 

For these calculations it is further assumed that the 

broadening of the D-lines is determined by resonance 

broadening (Foley 1946). For the calculations it is assumed 

that the non-resonance lines are optically thin; 

boundary conditions are that T(r) is equal to the wall 

temperature T at r = R and that 
3T(r) = 0 at the axis of 

w 3r 
the arc; 
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g) the solution of the time independent energy balance 

equation (3.1) is derived from the solution of the time 

dependent energy balance equation (Lowke 1969). For the 

numerical solution of this time dependent equation the 

radius is divided in ten equidistant intervals. This 

gives the following system of differential equations 

~~ • H(T,t) , T = T
0 

if t = t
0 

(3.5) 

where H is a function of temperature T and time t which 

have the initial values T and t . This initial value 
0 0 

problem can be solved with a modified Runge-Kutta 

method (Beentjes 1972); 

h) the input data are current, sodium vapour pressure, 

inner radius R of the tube and wall temperature T ; the 
w 

output data are temperature distribution, field strength, 

conducted heat power and the total radiant power. 

The accuracy of the calculations is determined to 

some extent by the uncertainty in the transport data, 

but mainly by the accuracy in the radiation term. To 

illustrate this, the results of the present calculations 

are compared with the calculations of Waszink (1973). 

He obtained comparable results for axis temperature and 

field strength with non-equilibrium calculations as 

did Lowke (1969) with LTE calculations. The assumption 

of LTE has thus no great influence on the axis 

temperature and the field strength. Both authors only 

take the radiation of the D-lines into account. Using 

the same radiation term the present calculations give 

values of axis temperature and field strength which 

are in agreement with the results of Waszink (1973), 

see table 1. 
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TABLE I 

A comparison between the axis temperature TA and the 

field strength E as calculated by Waszink (1973) and as 

obtained with the present calculations. The calculations 

are carried out for pNa = 250 torr, I = 3.8 A, Tw = 1580 K 

and R == 3.75 mm. 

--------------------------

Waszink (1973) 4200 

present calc~lations 4 I 2 0 

present calculations 3770 

-I E(Vm ) 

800 

780 

1450 

retTlarks 

only D-lines 

only D-lines 

--· -----~----~------·----

Waszink (1973) has used another analytical function for 

the description of N3 /N 3 (see equation (3.4)). From the 
p s 

agreement in the results it can be concluded that the 

differences in these analytical functions have no strong 

influence on the calculated axis temperature and field 

strength. The differences can be explained from the 

assumption of LTE in the present calculations, the 

differences in the transport data, in the line broadening 

constants and in the numerical procedures used. From 

table 1 it can be concluded that the radiation of the 

non-resonance lines has a strong influence on the axis 

temperature and the field 

I = 4.0 ~, R = 3.8 mm and 

present calculations that 

strength. For pNa = 100 torr, 

T = 1500 K it follows from the 
'" the radiant power in the non-

resonance lines is about 80% of the total radiant power. 

This percentage is higher than the measured 50-60% (Jack 

and Koedam 1974). This difference is probably due to the 

fact that the non-resonance lines are not optically thin, 
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as has been assumed. In fact they are self-reversed, 

see chapter IV. It is not yet possible to calculate 

the radiant power in the non-resonance lines with the 

method of Van Trigt and Van Laren (1973) because these 

lines are not broadened by one dominant broadening 

mechanism, but by resonance broadening and Stark 

broadening. 

4. Experimental set U£ 

The arc is operated vertically on a 50 Hz supply with 

a choke ballast in series. The measurements are averaged 

values over the 50 Hz-cycle; r.m.s. values of current and 

field strength are given. The arc tube is a transparent 

sapphire tube with an inner diameter of 7.6 mm; the 

distance between the electrodes is 64 mm. The tube contains 

an excess of sodium and 10 torr Xe (at room temperature) 

as an ignition gas. This amount of xenon has no significant 

influence on the arc properties (see chapter V). The arc 

tube is mounted in an evacuated quartz outer bulb. 

The spectral radiance is measured by imaging the 

discharge tube onto the entrance slit of a 1 m-Jarrell Ash 

grating monochromator having an apparatus half width of 

about 0.02 nm. The slit height is about 2 mm. The 

measuring system is calibrated with a tungsten strip lamp. 

All measurements refer to the plasma half way between the 

electrodes. 

The sapphire tube used has optical imperfections. 

These imperfections may cause extra stray light to be 

measured. The influence of these imperfections on the 

measured emission is small compared with the emission 

measured along a diameter of the arc and has no significant 

influence on the measuring accuracy as long as the 

measurements are limited to lines of sight with a distance 
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less than 0.6 R to the axis of the arc. Repeating the 

measurements, after rotating the tube about its own axis 

give results which are not significantly different. This has 

further been checked with comparable mercury arcs in a 

sapphire and a quartz tube with the same radius. For lines 

of sight with a distance less than 0.6 R to the axis of the 

arc, no significant differences are found in the measured 

radial emission distribution of the two arcs. 

For the temperature determination the measured radiance 

is corrected for the reflection at the wall. The measured 

reflection of a light beam, perpendicular to the sapphire 

wall, is about 25%. This reflection is about 10% higher than 

the value calculated from the index of refraction (Malitson 

1962) with the Fresnel law. This difference is probably due 

to the optical imperfections. For the corrections the 

measured value of the reflection is used. 

The wall temperature is determined from the radiance at 

the centre of the D-lines immediately (i.e. a time scale of 

seconds) after short-circuiting the discharge (De Groot 1972). 

The sodium pressure is determined from the wavelength 

difference between the maxima of the self-reversed D-lines 

(see chapter IV). 

5. Results 

an 

The axis temperature in a high pressure sodium arc with 

arc power P = 3 5 0 0 ilm- 1 h a s been Me as u red with v a r i o u s 

methods, see table 2. The given values agree with each other 

within the measuring accuracy of 150-200 K. The relative form 

of the temperature distrihution,needed for the calculation of 

the axis temperature from the electrical conductivity,is 

discussed below. The temperature profile as Measured with 

various optical methods agrees, within the measuring accuracy, 

with the calculated temperature distribution, see figure 1. 

The broken curves represent the interpolated profiles for 
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values of r where measurements are not possible (see 

section 4). The accuracy of the form of the temperature 

profile is mainly determined by the random error, which is 

about 50 K, except for values of r/R~.5 where effects such 

as stray radiation may cause additional errors. The 

temperature distribution T(r) is approximated by the 

equation 

n 
T(r) = TA- (TA- Tw)(r/R) ( 5. 1 ) 

where n is a constant. For the measured temperature 

distribution given in figure 1 the value of n is about 2.5. 

TABLE 2 

The axis temperature TA of a high pressure sodium arc 

as determined with various methods. 

PNa = 130 torr, I = 5.3 A, P = 3500 Wm-l. 

method 

self-reversed ) 
) 

Na-lines ) 

absolute line ) 
) 

intensities ) 

recombination ) 
) 

radiation ) 

electrical ) 
) 

conductivity ) 

TA 

(K) 

+ 150 K 

3950 

4000 

3850 

3830 

4000 

4050 

4000 

Na 

Na 

Na 

Na 

A = 

A = 

n = 

see 

remarks 

568.3/568.8 

818.4/819.5 

514.9/515.4 

497.8/498.3 

300 nm 

350 nm 

2. 5' T = w 

text 

nm 

nm 

nm 

nm 

1500 K 



T(r) 

3000 

2000 

1000 

Figure 1 
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colculoted 

' A= 350nm 

• A= 475.2 nm 

+ A= 819.5 nm 

Welt 
I 

1 2 3 
.r(mm.) 

The measured temperature distribution 1n a h1gh 

pressure sodium arc compared with the calculated 

distribution. The temperature is measured from 

the recombination radiation at 350 nm, from the 

self-reversed Na/568.8 nrn line and from the 

absolute intensitv of the Na 475.2 nm line. 

-I 
P • 3500 Wm PNa • 130 torr I "' 5.3 A 
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The axis temperature, as measured froo self-reversed 

sodium lines is given in figure 2 as a function of the sodium 

vapour pressure for two values of the arc power. In this 

figure the calculated axis temperatures are also given; they 

agree with the measured values within the measuring accuracy. 

For a constant arc power the axis temperature decreases by 

about 200 K when the sodium vapour pressure is doubled. For a 

constant sodium vapour pressure the axis temperature 

increases by about 300 K when the arc power is doubled. The 

measured values of current I and field strength E for these 

temperature measurements are given in figure 3. Due to the 

fact that the given values of current and field strength in 

the a.c. arc are rms-values of two quantities which are not 

sinusoidal functions of time, the product of I and E is 

greater than the value of P. 

The field strength is calculated from the measured 

current and sodium vapour pressure. The calculated field 

strength is also given in figure 3. The calculated field 

strength is higher than the measured value. However the 

difference is within the uncertainty in the calculated field 

strength, due to the uncertainty in the sodium vapour 

pressure (25%), in the cross-section for momentum transfer 

and in the radiation term of the energy balance equation. 

Assuming, for instance, that the measured values of the 

sodium vapour pressure are 25% higher than the actual values, 

the calculated field strengths agree with the measured values 

as a function of the sodium vapour pressure. The uncertainty 

in the radiation term is partly due to the fact that the non

resonance lines are not optically thin and that the line 

profile of the D-lines is not accurately described by a 

dispersion profile at higher sodium vapour pressures, see 

chapter IV. 

The sodium vapour pressure has also an influence on the 

relative form of the temperature distribution. An increase in 
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' ' ' ' + ' ' ' '• ' ' ' 
P= 5800 wm-1 
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Measured 

Calculated 

0 100 200 300 400 
Figure 2. PN0 (torr) 
The measured and the calculated axis temperature in a 
high pressure sodium arc as a function of the sodium vapour 
pressure for two values of the arc power P. The axis temperature 
is measured from the self-reversed Na 568.3/568.8 and 818.4/8l9.5 
nm lines .• 
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the sodium vapour pressure causes a less convex temperature 

distribution, see figure 4, accompanied by an increase in 

the field strength. An increase in the arc power causes a 

more convex temperature distribution, see figure 5. This 

increase in the arc power has only a small influence on the 

field strength, see figure 3. 

6. Discussion 

6.1. The plasma temperature as a function of sodium vapour 

pressure and arc power 

The dependence of the plasma temperature of the 

high pressure sodium arc on sodium vapour pressure and 

arc power can be explained from the fact that the 

energy balance of this arc is dominated by the radiation 

term (Jack and Koedam 1974). When the arc power 

increases, at a constant sodium vapour pressure, the 

radiant power can only increase by an increase in the 

plasma temperature. When the sodium vapour pressure 

increases, at a constant arc power, the temperature will 

decrease to realize a constant radiant power. 

The influence of the sodium vapour pressure and the 

arc power on the relative form of the temperature 

distribution can be explained with the model given by 

Waymouth (1971, p.286-306). Because~= 0 at the axis 

of the arc the curvature of the temperature distribution, 

as calculated from equation (3.1), is given by 

::~ = - x; [ a(T(r))E
2

- Prad(r)] ( 6 • 1 ) 

a2
T The value of--- is negative because a(T(r))E 2>P d at 

ar2 ra 
the axis of the arc. The dependence of the electrical 

power input (a(t(r))E 2) and of the radiation term on the 
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temperature and the sodium vapour pressure is 

approximately given by (Waymouth 1971, p.287-289, 

Shkarofsky 1966 p.399): 

2 -1/2 2 3/4 
cr(T(r))E =c 1pNa E T(r) exp(-eVi/2kT(r)) 

-1 
Prad(r)=c 2pNaT(r) exp(-eVeff/kT(r)) 

(6.2) 

(6.3) 

where c 1 and c
2 

are constants, Vi is the ionization 

potential and Veff the effective excitation potential 

of the sodium atom. Calculating Veff for sodium with 

the formula given by Waymouth (1971, p.288) the value 

Veff ~ 3.4 eV is obtained. The radiation term has a 

steeper dependence on temperature than does the 

electrical power input when (Waymouth 1971, p.295): 

Veff >Vi X c 3 Where c 3 :: 0.5-0.6 (6.4) 

For sodium (V. • 5.12 V) condition (6.4) is fulfilled. 
~ 

From equations (6.1)-(6.3) and condition (6.4) it 

follows 

a) when the sodium vapour pressure increases, the field 

strength increases while the axis temperature 
-1 I 2 2 

decreases. The dependence of the term pNa E in 

equation (6.2) on the sodium vapour pressure is 

approximately given by the 

From the dependency of the 

3/2 ( f' 3) term pNa see ~gure • 

equations (6.2) and (6.3) 

on pressure and temperature it follows that the 

difference between the electrical power input and the 

radiation term increases when the sodium vapour 
a2T 

pressure increases. The value of --z becomes more 
ar 

negative; this means that the temperature 
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P Na = 300 torr 

\ 

calculated 
• --+--measured 

1 2 3 
Figure 4 The calculated and the measured r (mm} 

normalized temperature distribution in a high 
-1 

pressure sodium arc for an arc power P • 1600 w~ · 
and for two values of the sodium vapour pressure. 
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distribution becomes less convex for higher sodium 

vapour pressures. 

b) when the arc power increases,at a constant sodium 

vapour pressure, the axis temperature increases while 

there is a small decrease of the field strength. 

These effects cause that the difference between the 

electrical power input and the radiation term 

decreases when the arc power increases. The value of 
2 

a ~ becomes less negative; this means that the 
ar 
temperature distribution becomes more convex (more 

"fattened" in the terms of Waymouth) when the arc 

power increases. This power dependence is different 

from the calculated power dependence for an arc in a 

vapour with Vi = 7 V and Veff = 4 V (Waymouth 1971, 

p.294) due to the fact that for the last arc 

condition (6.4) is not fulfilled. 

The given explanation has not the pretension to 

give a complete description of the arc behaviour. 

However the physi~s of the arc becomes more clearly 

from this simplified model than from the complete 

solution of the energy balance equation. 

6.2. The effect of time averaging for the a.c. arc 

The temperature measurements are based on time 

averaged measured quantities of the 50 Hz a.c. arc, 

while the calculations assume a stationary situation. 

However it can be shown (see chapter VI) that the effect 

of time averaging on the measured temperature is less 

than the measuring accuracy and therefore plays no 

important role. The fact that the temperature, as 

determined from the recombination radiation, is higher 

than the temperatures, determined with other methods 

(see table 1) may partly be caused by this effect 

(see chapter VI). 
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6.3. The assumption of LTE 

For the measurements and calculations it has been 

assumed that LTE exists. However from an analysis of the 

contour of the sodium D-lines it has been concluded that 

the assumption of LTE in a high pressure sodium arc is 

not justified for wavelengths near the centre of the 

D-lines (De Groot 1972). Due to the strong absorption of 

resonance radiation in the outer region of the arc. the 

electron temperature in this region is higher than the 

gas temperature (Waszink 1973, Ingold 1973). From the 

non-equilibrium calculations. carried out by Waszink 

(1973), it can be concluded that the deviation from LTE is 

small for the central region of a 250 torr sodium arc. 

In the region of the arc where the temperature 

distribution has been measured (r/R ~0.6) the difference 

between the electron temperature and the gas temperature 

is less than 50 K (Waszink 1973) and thus small compared 

with the measuring accuracy. With the optical methods 

the electron temperature is measured (see chapter IV), 

while from the energy balance equation the gas 

temperature is calculated. The measured temperature is 

higher than the calculated temperature for distances to 

the axis greater than 0.5 R (see the figures 4 and 5); 

this may partly be caused by this effect. 

6.4. Comparison with literature values 

The present measurements of the axis temperature 

are, for comparable discharge parameters. about 500 K 

higher than recent published values (Chamberlain and 

Hirst 1972, Ozaki 1971). The measurements of Chamberlain 

and Hirst (1972) are about 500 K lower than the values 

given by Chamberlain et.al. (1971). Ozaki (1971) has 

measured the temperature distribution using the limiting 
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values of the Bartels' constant for the Na 568.3/568.8 

nm lines (assuming Stark broadening). The temperature 

differences found,can only partly be explained fr9m the 

differences in the Bartels' constant used. The 

Bartels' constant of these lines,used for the present 

temperature measurements, is about 30% higher than the 

limiting value for Stark broadening (see Appendix). 

This gives rise to a correction in the axis temperature 

of about 150 K. The cause of the temperature 

differences found is not clear. It should be noted 

that the present measurements (performed with different 

methods) form a consistent system with the temperature 

calculations from the energy balance equation and with 

measurements and calculations of the contours of 

several sodium lines (see chapter IV and V). 

7. Conclusions 

The temperature distribution in a high pressure sodium 

arc has been measured as a f~nction of the sodium vapour 
- I pressure (50- 400 torr) and the arc power (3000- 6000 W m ). 

The temperatures, as determined from self-reversed non

resonance lines, absolute line intensities, recombination 

radiation and the electrical conductivity agree with each 

other within the measuring accuracy. The temperature 

distribution and the field strength have been calculated from 

the solution of the energy balance equation. They agree with 

the measured values, within the measuring accuracy. The 

dependence of the relative form of the tempe~ature profile on 

the sodium vapour pressure and arc power has been discussed. 

The given temperature distributions differ from recent 

published measurements. 
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APPENDIX 

Calculation of the Bartels' constant 

The temperature distribution can be determined from the 

spectral radiance in the maximum of a self-reversed line when 

Bartels' constant DB is known (chapter I). The value of DB can 

be calculated from the solution of the radiative transfer 

equation (chapter I). When several conditions are satisfied the 

value of DB approximates the limiting value DBoo which is a 

simple function of the energy of the upper and lower level of 

the line considered (chapter I). For the sodium lines, however, 

not all these conditions are satisfied: 

there is a Stark shift, the lines are broadened by a combination 

of Stark broadening and resonance broadening, several sodium 

lines overlap each other and the depletion of the ground state 

by excitation and ionization 1s not negligible for relatively 

low sodiuo vapour pressures and high temperatures. Moreover the 

temperature distribution in a high pressure sodium arc differs 

from a parabolic profile for certain values of discharge 

parameters, see section 5. 

In figure 6 and 7 the value of DB, as calculated for the Na 

568.3/568.8 and 8}8.4/819.5 nm lines, is compared with the 

limiting value DBoo' as a function of the temperature distribution 

for a wall temperature T = 1500 K and a sodium vapour pressure w 
pNa = 100 torr. The values of DB are given as far as the lines 

are self-reversed and only for axis temperatures lower than 

5500 K. Due to the Stark shift the line contours are not 

symmetric. The two lines of the doublets overlap each other and 

are superimposed on the wings of the D-lines. This has been 

taken into account. The value of DB is given for the highest 

local maximum of these self-reversed doublets. For temperatures 

between 3500 and 4000 K the broadening of the Na 568.3/568.8 nm 

lines is mainly determined by the Stark broadening and the Stark 
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cemperature distribution; v is the distan~e from the line of 

sight to the 

T = l500 K, 
\...' 

axis of the arc , d i vide. d by R; p }1 a = l 0 0 torr , 
.~ 

R ~ 3.8 mm. The limiting values of the Bartels' 

constants for pressure and Stark broadening are a~so g ven. 
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shift, while the broadening of the Na 818.4/819.5 nm lines is 

mainly determined by the resonance broadening. For a parabolic 

temperature distribution and TA between 3500 and 4000 K, the 

value of DB for the Na 568.3/568.8 nm lines is about 30% higher 

than the limiting value for Stark broadening (see figure 6), 

while the value of DB for the Na 818.4/819.5 nm lines differs 

less than 5% from the limiting value for pressure broadening. 

This different deviations of DB from the limiting value DB
00 

can, for the sodium lines discussed, be explained by the fact 

that the Stark shift is much less (about a factor of ~) for the 

Na 818.4/819.5 nm lines than for the Na 568.3/568.8 nm lines. 

The value of DB is only weakly dependent on the wall 

temperature and the sodium vapour pressure, see table 3 and 4. 

From these calculations it can be concluded that for the 

Na 818.4/819.5 nm lines the value of DB
00 

is a good approximation 

for DB, if the temperature profile is parabolic. 
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The limiting values of the Bartels• constants for press:Jre and 

Stark broadening are also given. 
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TABLE 3 

The influence of the wall temperature T on Bartels' constant 
w 

DB for various sodium lines. The calculations are carried out 

for TA = 4000 K, a parabolic temperature profile, R = 3.8 mm, 

pNa = 100 torr and for a line of sight along a diameter. 

T DB DB w 

(K) Na 568.3/568.8 nm Na 818.4/819.5 nm 

1300 1. 7 6 1 • 56 

1500 1. 74 I. 56 

1700 l. 7 1 l. 55 

TABLE 4 

The influence of the sodium vapour pressure pNa on Bartels' 

constant nB for various sodium lines. The calculations are 

carried out for TA = 4000 K, T = 1500 K, a parabolic 
~·1 

temperature profile, R = 3.8 mm and for a line of sight along 

a diameter. 

PNa 

(torr) 

50 

100 

200 

Na 

DB 

568.3/568.8 

1 • 8 2 

1 • 7 4 

1. 85 

DB 

nm Na 818.4/819.5 nm 

1. 54 

1. 56 

l • 58 
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CHAPTER IV 

MEASUREMENT AND CALCULATION OF THE SPECTRUM OF A 
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Abstract 

The radiative transfer equation has been solved for 

24 sodium lines and for recombination radiation in the visible 

spectrum of a high pressure sodium arc in the sodium vapour 

pressure range 100-300 torr. The measured values for the 

temperature distribution and the sodium vapour pressure are 

used as input data in these calculations where local thermal 

equilibrium (LTE) is assumed. There is agreement between the 

calculated and the measured spectrum except for the far wings 

of the sodium D-lines, which shows that the line profile is 

not exactly a dispersion profile as has been assumed for these 

calculations. There are also differences between the measured 

and the calculated spectrum at the centre of the D-lines due 

to a deviation from LTE in the cooler outer mantle of the arc. 

The influence of this deviation from LTE on the calculated 

spectrum is discussed. The observed band structure in the 

measured spectrum has been analysed. The majority of the bands 

is due to Na 2 molecules. The bands at 436.5, 452.5 and 551.5 

nm are probably due to an electronic transition from a bound 

upper level to a repulsive lower level in the sodium molecule. 
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1. Introduction 

The spectrum of the high pressure sodium arc (50-1000 

torr) is dominated by the self-reversed D-lines. The 

spectrum is strongly dependent on the sodium vapour 

pressure because of the broadening of the resonance lines 

by self-absorption. The contour of the D-lines has been 

calculated from the radiative transfer equation with the 

assumption of local thermal equilibrium (LTE) and 

resonance broadening for these lines (Cayless 1965, 

Teh-S~n Jen et.al. 1969, Lowke 1969, Ozaki 1971). A direct 

comparison with the measured contours of these lines has 

only been made by Ozaki (1971). In this chapter the 

radiative transfer equation is also solved for non

resonance Na lines. The comparison between the measured 

and the calculated contours of the D-lines leads to 

conclusions concerning the equilibrium state of the 

plasma which are different from those obtained by Ozaki 

(1971). Furthermore the contribution to the measured 

spectrum of emission mechanisms other than the Na lines 

is discussed and the observed band structure is analysed. 

In this chapter a sodium arc without buffer gas is 

considered. Xenon (10 torr at room temperature) is present 

as an ignition gas. It can be shown that this amount of Xe 

does not have any significant influence on the emission 

spectrum (see chapter V). For the measurement of the 

spectrum the same experimental set up has been used as 

described in chapter III. The measurements are averaged 

over one cycle of the 50 Hz-supply, unless stated 

otherwise. 
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2. The sodium vapour pressure 

The sodium vapour pressure, pNa' in a high pressure 

sodium arc, where not all the sodium is vapourized, is 

determined by the temperature of the coldest spot of the 

discharge tube. Measurements are carried out on a sodium 

discharge with this coldest spot immersed in an indium bath. 

The sodium vapour pressure is then controlled by 

temperature of this bath. The temperature of the 

measured with a thermocouple with an accuracy of 

From this temperature the sodium vapour pressure 

determined with the data of Bohdansky and Schins 

the 

indium 

+ 5 K. 

is 

(1967) 

an accuracy of about 10% in the vapour pressure range 

50-500 torr. 

The sodium vapour pressure has also been determined 

i Sp 

with 

from the wavelength separation ~A between the maxima of the 

self-reversed D-lines. This wavelength separation ~A is 

primar~ly dependent on the sodium vapour pressure and is only 

weakly dependent on the temperature distribution (Teh-Sen Jen 

et.al. 1969). By an iterative solution of the radiative 

transfer equation,, (see chapter I and III), starting from the 

measured temperature distribution, the sodium vapour pressure 

can be determined from the condition that the calculated 

value of ~A must be equal to the measured value. 

From the solution of the radiative transfer equation for 

the D-lines it is found that the optical depth T has a value 

T : 2 for the maxima of these self-reversed lines. Thus at m 
the frequency values v

1 
and v 2 in the maxima of these lines, 

the following relationship holds: 

xo 

j( N
0

(x) [£ 1L 1 (v 1,x)+£ 2L2 (v 2 ,x)J dx (3.1) 

-x 
.0 

and 



1.(-v,x) = 
J 

B.N (x) 
J 0 

271' 
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( V -v . ) 
2 + ( B • N ( x) /2) 2 

OJ J 0 

( 3. 2) 

where c
1 

is a constant, x the coordinate along the line 

of sight, x ,-x the coordinates along the line of sight 
0 0 

between which the plasma extends, N (x) the densitv of the 0 . 

sodium atoms in the ground state, f. the absorption 
J 

oscillator strength for the Dj-line (j = 1,2), Lj(v,x) the 

dispersion profile for D.-line, B. the constant for 
J J 

resonance broadening for D. line, v . the frequencv of the 
J 0 J • 

For the far wings of the D-lines undisturbed D. line. 
J 

((v-v .)>>B. N (x)/2 
OJ J 0 

from equations (3. I) 

and (v-v 01 ) 2 ~cv-v 02 ) 2 ) it follows 

and (3.2) combined with the relation 

"I-"2 = Cz Plla vn,f,+B2f2 va f 
0 

dz ( 3. 3) 

where c 2 is a constant and z = x/R. The relation between 

the wavelength difference 6~ between the maxima of the 

D-lines and v 2-v
1 

is given by 

6~ = = c (-1 __ I ) = 
\)2 \)1 

( 3. 4) 

where c is the veloc~ty of light and ~l' ~ 2 the wavelength 

values of the maxima. For a constant temperature 

distribution and tube radius it follows from the equations 

(3.3) and (3.4) that the wavelength difference 6~ between 

the maxima of the D-lines is proportional to the sodium 

vapour ~ressure if 6~ is small compared with the wavelength 

values ~Ol and ~ 02 of the centres of the D-lines 

(~ 1 ~ 2 ~ ~ 01 ~ 02 ). The ratio pNa/6~ 1s given in figure I as a 
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Figure I. The ratio of thP. sodium va,our 
pressure pNM and the wavelength aeparation 6\ between Lhe ~axima of 

the D-linea as a function of axis temperature for a number of wall 
temperatures T , for a parabolic (n•2) and a c~bic (naJ) temperaturE 
distribution. wThe radius R = 3.8 mm. 
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function of axis temperature and temperature distribution 

for a tube with an inner radius of 3.8 mm. It is valid for 

the sodium vapour pressure range 50-1000 torr where ~A is 

large compared with the separation (A
02

-X 01 ) between the 

two D-lines and small compared with the wavelength value 

of the centre of the D-lines. 

For a given sodium vapour pressure the calculated 

value of ~A is proportional to the square root of the 

constant B., applicable to the resonance broadening of the 
J -I 3 

D-lines. For the present calculations B1 = I.OlxlO 
3 -1 -13 3 -1 m s and B2 =.71xl0 m s (Foley 1946). From a 

comparison between the value of B. used in the calculations 
J 

and other literature values (Foley 1946, Watanabe 1941) it 

can be concluded that the calculated relation pNa/~A is 

accurate within about 20%. 

For these calculations it ~s assumed that the D-lines 

are only resonance broadened and that the line profile can 

be described with a dispersion profile. In the far wings of 

the D-lines the line profile is not exactly described by a 

dispersion profile, see section 4. To investigate the 

influence of this effect, the sodium vapour pressure, as 

determined from the pNa/~A ratio, is compared with the 

value, as determined from the coldest spot temperature in 

the discharge tube, see figure 2. Within the accuracy of 

both methods there is agreement in the values obtained. 

From this it can be concluded that it is possible to 

determine the sodium vapour pressure from the calculated 

pNa/~A ratio in the range 50-300 torr. The sodium vapour 

pressures, used for the calculations in this chapter have 

been obtained with the help of this ratio. 
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0.5 
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Figure 2. The ratio of the sodium vapour 
preaautes ae determined from the wavelength 

PNa (torr} 

separation 6\ between the maxima of the D-lines and as 
determined from the temperature T of the coldest spot in 
the discharge tube. 8 
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3. Solution of the radiative transfer equation 

The contour of a sodium line can be calculated from 

the solution of the radiative transfer equation using the 

known line broadening data and the measured data for 

temperature distribution and sodium vapour pressure, see 

chapter I and III. The line broadening has been discussed 

in chapter III. The measured temperature distribution T(r) 

is approximated by the equation 

n 
T(r) ~ TA - (TA - TW) (r/R) ( 3. 1 ) 

where TA is the axis temperature, TW the wall temperature, 

r the radial coordinate, R the inner radius of the arc 

tube and n a constant. The measurement of the sodium vapour 

pressure has been discussed in section 2. !he visible 

spectrum (400-700 nm) has been calculated from the sol~tion 

of the radiative transfer equation for the 24 strongest 

sodium lines in this spectral region and for recombination 

radiation. The lines considered are resonance lines (3p-3s) 

and non-resonance lines (ms-3p and nd-3p, m = 5,6,7,8 

n = 3,4,5, •.. ,10). The wavelength values of the lines are 

given in nm in figure 3 together with the energy levels. 

The recombination radiation considered is due to free bound 

transitions to the 3p levels and to the 4s level (Moskvin 

1963). The spectrum of the sodi~m arc shows a band at 

551.5 nm; the absorption coefficient for this band has been 

determined from separate experiments, see section 5. For the 

calculation of the spectrum, this band has been taken into 

account. 
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Figure 3. Simplified energy level diagram for the Na-atom. 
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4. Results 

The spectral radiance has been measured and calculated 

for a line of sight along a diameter of the arc. The 

measuring accuracy is about 10%. The accuracy of the 

calculated spectral radiance, due to the uncertainty in the 

measured temperature distribution and sodiun vapour pressure 

is about 25% for the D-lines and about 40% for the non

resonance lines and for the recombination radiation (see 

chapter III). For the present calculations the temperature 

distribution is determined from the spectral radiance in 

the maximum of the self-reversed Na 568.3/568.8 or 818.4/ 

819.5 nm lines (chapter III). It has been shown in chapter 

III that within the measuring accuracy of 150-200 K other 

methods of temperature measurement give the same results. 

These temperature measurements further agree with the 

calculated plasma temperature, see chapter III. The 

measurements of the spectrum and the temperature 

measurements from self-reversed lines are based on the same 

calibration of the measuring system. For a comparison 

between the measured spectrum and the calculated spectrum, 

based on these temperature measurements, the random errors 

in the calibration can be neglected. The uncertainty in the 

comparison between the calculated and the measured spectrum 

is therefore about 20% for the D-lines and the maxima of 

the self-reversed non-resonance lines and about 35% for the 

recombination radiation and the radiant power of the non

resonance lines. 

The calculated radiance is corrected for multiple wall 

reflections (see chapter III), taking into account the 

absorption of the plasma with the formula 

L, b "" L, ( t + t (I - t ) t ) 
A0 S A W W W p 

( 4 • I ) 

where LAabs is the spectral radiance for an external 
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observer, LA the spectral radiance calculated from the 

radiative transfer equation, t the transmission of the wall 
w 

and t the transmission of the plasma. Higher order terms in 
p 

t and t have been neglected in equation (4.1). w p 
The measured and the calculated spectrum of a high 

pressure sodium arc with a sodium vapour pressure of 125 

torr is given in figure 4 with I urn-integration intervals; 

the measured and the calculated contours of the Na 568.3/ 

568.8 and 818.4/819.5 nm lines are given in the figures 5 

and 6. The measured and the calculated spectruM for a 

sodium vapour pressure of 300 torr is given in figure 7. 

From the measurements and calculations the following 

conclusions can be drawn: 

a) within the uncertainty of 20% there is agreement between 

the measured and the calculated radiance at the maxima of 

the self-reversed D-lines and non-resonance lines, see 

figure 4-7. 

b) within the uncertainty of 35% there is agreement between 

the measured and the calculated radiance for recombination 

radiation (\<408 nm) and for the non-resonance lines 

see figure 4 and figure 7. There is a discontinuity in the 

calculated radiance for \~408 nm. This is due to the fact 

that transitions from higher lying levels than the 8s or 

lOd-level (see figure 3) have been neglected. 

c) there is general agreement in the shape of the measured 

and the calculated spectrum. The measured radiance however 

is higher than calculated in the red wings of the D-lines 

and lower than calculated in the blue wings (see figures 4 

and 7). This shows that the line profile of the D-lines 

is not exactly a dispersion profile. This deviation from 

a dispersion profile is known in literature for other 

resonance lines, for instance for potassium (Hughes and 

Lloyd 1937) and for mercury (Perrin-Lagarde and Lennuier 

1972, Losen and Behmenburg 1973). The deviation in the red 

wing can be described as van der Waals broadening (Uns3ld 

1968, p.331). The assumption of a dispersion profile is 
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Figure 4. Comparison between the measured and the calculated spectrum of a high pressure sodium 
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calculations, are given in the figure together with the discharge parameters. 
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pressure are given in the figure together with the discharge 
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based on line profile measurement and calculations in the 

central region of the line (Watanabe 1941, Uns~ld 1968, 

p.312 and 333). The present measurements are made far in 

the wings of the lines; the wavelength separation between 

the maxima of the self-reversed D-lines is three orders 

of magnitude greater than the half width of the line 

profile of the D-lines without self-absorption. 

d) there is general agreement between the measured and the 

calculated contours of the self-reversed non-resonance 

lines, see figure 5 and 6. The differences between the 

calculated and the measured radiance in the wings of 

these lines can be explained from the uncertainty in the 

line broadening constants and in the measured sodium 

vapour pressure and temperature distribution. The self

absorption is strongly dependent on the temperature 

distribution as is the Stark broadening; the resonance 

broadening is proportional to the atom density and thus 

proportional to the sodium vapour pressure. From these 

considerations,differences between the measured and the 

calculated radiance in the wings of these lines of more 

than 50% can be expected. The two peaks (A = 567.0 and 

567.5 nm) in the short-wavelength wing of the Na 568.3/ 

568.8 nm lines are due to forbidden transitions (4f-3p) 

in the sodium atom, which are not taken into account in 

the calculations. The Na 568.3/568.8 nm lines are self

reversed with the long wavelength maximum higher than 

the short wavelength maximum; this asymmetry is due to 

the Stark shift. The asymmetry is for the Na 818.4/818.5 

nm lines less than for the Na 568.3/568.8 nm lines, 

because the Stark shift is less (Benett and Griem 1971). 

The line of each doublet with the longer wavelength is 

more strongly self-reversed due to the higher absorption 

oscillator strength. 

e) the differences between the calculated and the measured 

radiance at the centre of the D-lines (A~589 nm, see 

figures 4 and 7) are due to a deviation from LTE; they 

will be discussed in section 6. 
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In this section the visible spectrum has been 

discussed. For a description of this spectrum it is 

necessary to take into account the band at A~551 .5 nm, 

because the radiant power in this band is not negligible. 

In the next section this band will be discussed in more 

detail, together with other band structures which can be 

observed in the measured spectruo but which play a 

negligible role in the total emitted radiant power. 

5. Analysis of the band structure 

A band structure can be observed by studying the 

spectrum in more detail, see figure 8. These bands are due 

to Na 2 molecules as can be shown from the wavelength values 

of the band heads (Pearse and Gaydon 1965, Rosen 1970). The 

bands in figure 8 belong to the green-blue B1n-x 1r systeo. 
1 1 The yellow-red A n-X E system is less pronounced in the 

visible spectrum. The density of the Na 2 molecules is 

dependent on the total sodium pressure and th~ temperature. 

The partial pressures of the Na atoms, pNa , of the Na 2 
molecules, pN , and of the electrons, p , are given in a 2 e 
figure 9 as a function of the temperature for two values of 

the total pressure (Schmitz, private communication). These 

calculations are based on the equilibrium reactions 

2Na 

+ Na Na + e 

The thermodynamic data are taken from Stull and Prophet (1971). 

For the same value of the total pressure (1 atm) and for the 

temperature range 1500-2500 K these calculations give within 

20% the same results as obtained by Benton and Inatomi (1952). 

From figure 9 it follows that the ratio pNa
2

/pNa increases 

when the temperature decreases. This effect can be illustrated 
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by measuring the absorption along a diameter of the 

discharge tube a) when an arc 1s run in the discharge tube 

with a sodium vapour pressure of about 130 torr and b) when 

the tube is placed in an oven with a terr.perature of 900 K. 

In case b the sodium vapour pressure is about 40 torr. 

Figure 10 gives the measured absorption as a function of 

the wavelength for both cases. In both cases the optical 

depth for the D-lines is practically equal. The absorption 

measurements in the sodium vapour at oven temperature show 

the strong absorption of the Na
2 

molecules between 470 and 

520 nm; the source of the absorption is identified by the 

bandheads visible in the absorption spectrum. The absorption 

measurements in the burning arc show the absorption lines 

due to the non-resonance Na lines and, rather weakly, the 

absorption peaks of the Na
2 

molecules. 

From these absorption measurements it can be concluded 

that the Na 2 molecules play only a minor role in the 

absorption spectrum of a high pressure sodium arc. The same 

conclusion can be drawn for the contribution of the Na
2 

molecules to the emission spectrum of the arc, see figure 8 

and section 4. This is due to the large fraction of 

dissociated Na 2 molecules at temperatures higher than 

1500 K (pN <.01 PN ). 
a2 a 

This conclusion differs from conclusions in literature 

(Mizuno et.al. 1971, Waymouth 1971 p.197 and 297). Waymouth 

(1971) contributes a part of the emission spectrum, which 

has been described in the preceding section with the self

reversed D-lines, to molecules. The conclusions of Mizuno 

(1971) are based on absorption measurements, just after 

switching off the arc (private communication). These 

measurements are comparable with the absorption measurements 

in the sodium vapour at oven temperature, discussed above. 

From the present measurements it follows that it is not 
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possible to draw conclusions concerning the importance of 

Na 2 molecules in the sodium arc from absorption measurements 

at relatively low temperatures, without considering the 

effect of the te~perature on the dissociation cf these 

molecules. 

There is a relatively strong band in the spectrum of 

the high pressure sodium arc at 551.5 nm, see figures 4 and 

7. Douda et.al. (1970) have observed this band in Mg-NaNo
3 

flare flames. According to these authors this band is due to 

a interaction of Na atoms and N2 molecules. However in the 

sodium arc studied the amount of nitrogen, present as 

impurity, is probably small compared with the amount of 

nitrogen in these flares. This fact makes the given 

explanation unlikely. To investigate the origin of this 

551.5 nm band emission and absorption measurements have been 

carried out in the temperature range 800-4000 K and in the 

sodium vapour pressure range 50-1000 torr. The absorption of 

this band at low temperatures (oven, 900 K) and at high 

temperatures (arc, 1500-4000 K) is given in figure 10; the 

emission of this band in the sodium arc with sodium vapour 

pressures of 125 and 300 torr is given in figures 4 and 7 

respectively. From these absorption and emission measurements 

it follows that: 

a) the absorption coefficient K for the centre of the band 
0 

with a wavelength \=551.5 nm is given by 

K 
0 

. f N • - 3 ) 1 1n m , 
0 

where N
0 

is the density of the sodium atoms. The band 

profile, without self-absorption, can be approximated by 

a dispersion profile with a full half width of about 7 nm. 

Within the measuring accuracy no temperature dependence is 

found forK (see figure 10). This is characteristic for 
0 

a transition to the ground state. The band is not due to 
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a transition within the Na 2 molecule, comparable with the 

known bands, because the absorption of the Na 2 bands 

(A~490 nm) is markedlv different at different temperatures 

(see figure 10). The value of K , as determined from 
0 

absorption measurements is confirmed by emis~ion 

measurements, see figures 4 and 7. 

b) no structure can be detected in this band, measured with 

a resolution of 0.02 nm. This in contrast with the Na 2 
bands, which display a pronounced structure. In the 

emission spectrum there are two weak lines superimposed 

on this band. From the wavelength values of these lines 

it follows that they are probably due to the forbidden 

5p-3p transitions in the sodium atom. 

c) two bands at 436.5 and 452.5 nm, which show a similar 

behaviour as a function of temperature are probably due 

to a similar mechanism as for the 551.5 nm band. These 

bands have already been observed by Bartels (1932). They 

are strongly masked by the non-resonance sodium lines and 

can therefore only be observed in the emission spectrum 

at relatively low values of the axis temperature, for 

instance at current reversal of the 50 Hz a.c. arc. 

Bands with similar features (lack of structure, constant 

half width) have been found in potassium discharges (Rebbeck 

and Vaughan 1971). According to Rebbeck and Vaughan (1971) 

these bands are possibly due to a transition involving a 

bound upper level and a strongly repulsive lower level of the 

K2 molecule. From analogy it is assumed that the bands 

observed are due to electronic transitions within a sodium 

molecule. 

The fact that the absorption coefficient is proportional 

to the square of the sodium density is in agreement with the 

assumption that the repulsive lower level of this sodium 

molecule is a state dissociating into two ground state sodium 
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atoms. Assuming that the bands are due to electronic 

transitions within this sodium molecule it is however not 

yet possible to describe the potential energy of the upper 

level as a function of the inter-particle distance of the 

two sodium atoms. The lack of structure suggests that this 

upper level has a inter-particle distance dependence, 

different from the known states in the Na 2 molecule wlaich 

have vibrational term differences of about 100 cm-l 

(Singh and Rai 1965). Due to this difference it is perhaps 

better to describe this sodium molecule in terms of a 

binary collision complex or a unstable sodium molecule, in 

analogy with the unstable alkali-metal-inert-gas molecules 

(Hedges et.al. 1972, Chen and Phelps 1973, Baylis 1969). 

This analogy is determined by the absence of structure ~n 

the band, the half width which is of the same order of 

magnitude and the slow or negligible variation of the 

absorption coefficient with temperature. As already stated 

it is not yet possible to construct the potential energy 

as a function of inter-particle distance of the NaNa system 

or unstable sodium molecule. 

6. The deviation from LTE near the vall 

The assumption of LTE is valid for the high pressure 

sodium arc, except for the region near the wall (chapter 

III). The influence on the spectrum of this deviation from 

LTE can be calculated from the solution of the radiative 

transfer equation when the population of the upper and the 

lower levels of the line considered are known. The 

calculation of these populations is based on calculations 

of the electron temperature T (r) and the gas temperature 
e 

T (r) (Waszink 1973). The population of the 3p-level can g 
be described with an excitation temperature T (r) (i.e. 

ex 
the temperature in the Boltzmann factor) equal to the 

electron temperature T (r) (Waszink, private communication). e 
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It is assumed that the population of the higher lying levels 

can also be described with an excitation temperature T (r) = ex 
T (r). The density of the sodium atoms in the ground state 

e 
(3s-level) follows fron the sodium vapour pressure and the 

gas tenperature T (r). For a 250 torr sodiun arc with the 
g 

values of T (r) and T (r) given by Waszink (1973) 
e g 

(T (o) = T (o) = 4200 K, T (R) = 2280 K, T (R) = 1580 K) the e g e g 
contours of the Na 589.0/589.6, 568.3/568.8 and 818.4/819.5 nm 

lines have been calculated for a line of sight along a 

diameter of the arc. from a comparison between these non-LTE 

calculations and the LTE calculations (the values of T (r) 
e 

are set equal to T (r)) it follows that for the non-resonance g . 
lines the non-LTE calculations give a line shape not 

significantly different from the LTE-calculations; the 

absolute value of the calculated radiance is about 2% higher. 

This difference is about 5% for the D-lines, except in the 

wavelength region near the centre of the D-lines, where the 

radiance in the non-LTE situation is about two orders of 

magnitude higher than in the LTE-situation. This deviation 

near the centre of the D-lines has already been observed by 

De Groot (1972) and Waszink (1973). The optically thick 

radiation near the centre of the D-lines effectively comes 

froc a very snall layer near to the wall with a thi~kness 

d(A) = 10-
7 

to 10-
5 

m, the value depending on the wavelength 

considered. Assuming that this layer d(A) is homogeneous with 

an excitation temperature T (R), the spectral radiance L, 
ex A 

near the centre of the D-lines follows from the relation 

where BA(T)is Planck function for temperature T and 

wavelength A. 

( 6. l ) 

From relation (6.1) it follows that the excitation 

temperature T (R) near the wall can be determined from the ex 
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measured radiance near the centre of the D-lines. For an 

actual sodium arc with pNa ~ 115 torr, I= 6.3 A, 

T(o) = 4000 K and T • 1550 K this gives T (R) = 2050 K w ex 
(A= 589.3 nm is choosen in equation (6.1)). With these data 

and assuming a temperature profile with n = 2.5 (see 

equation (3.1)) and a radial dependent difference between 

T (r) and T (r) comparable with the data of Waszink (1973) ex g · 
the contour of the D-lines has been calculated. The results 

of these non LTE-calculations and the LTE-calculations are 

compared in figure 11 with the measured contour. At the 

maxima of the D-lines the differences between the LTE and 

the non LTE-calculations are about 5%. At the centre of the 

D-lines the non LTE-calculations give a much better 

description of the measured radiance than the LTE

calculations. The measured minima at 589.0 and 589.6 nm are 

not satisfactorly described by these calculations. This 

structure can be explained qualitatively, assuming that the 

excitation temperature has a strong gradient near to the 

wall due to the interaction between plasma and wall. The 

absorption coefficient K for the centre of the D-lines is 
0 

about 10 7 m- 1• Thus the radiation for these wavelength 

values effectively comes from a layer near to the wall with 

a thickness of about 10- 7 m. When the excitation temperature 

is lowered by wall interactions over a plasma layer with a 

thickness of the order of the mean free path of the electrons 
-7 -6 24 -3 

(~10 - 10 m if N = 10 m ) this will be observed by a 
0 

decrease in the measured radiance, see equation (6.1). The 

influence of the wall is less for wavelength values where 

the absorption coefficient K(A) is less than K and the 
0 

radiation thus effectively comes from a layer with a 
-7 thickness greater than 10 m. This explains the observed 

structure, see figure 11. The structure of the n1-line 

(A = 589.0 nm) is more pronounced than for the n2-line due 

to the fact that the absorption oscillator strength of the 

n1-line and thus K
0 

is a factor 2 larger. When the sodium 

density increases the thickness of the plasma layer, in which 
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the excitation te~perature is influenced by the wall, will 

decrease. As the value of K is constant the absorption 
0 

peaks will disappear at higher values of the sodium vapour 

pressure. At a sodium vapour pNa ~ 250 torr the peaks are 

much less pronounced. 

It should be noted that the explanation gives only a 

qualitative description of the observed structure in the 

spectrum. For a quantitative description a microscopic 

analysis of the wall surface has to be given, the energy 

exchange between electrons, wall and the sodiu~ atoms in 

the ground state and in the excited states has to be 

considered. In the solution of the radiative transfer 

equation in principle different emission and absorption 

line profiles have to be considered (Richter 1968). 

From the present measurements and calculations it 

follows that the general spectrum of the high pressure 

sodium arc can be described with the assumption of LTE. The 

effect of the deviation from LTE on the spectral radiance 

is less than 5% of the measured value, except for 

wavelengths near the centre of the D-lines. This difference 

of 5% is small compared with the uncertainty of 20% in the 

comparison between the calculated and the measured spectral 

radiance. Information about the deviation from LTE near the 

wall can be obtained from the measured radiance near the 

centre of the D-lines. 

7. Discussion 

The measured spectra are time averaged values over the 

SO Hz-cycle, while the calculations suppose a stationary 

situation. The effect of time averaging is less than the 

measuring accuracy (see chapter VI) and therefore plays no 

significant role. 
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The shape of the calculated contours of the D-lines 

agrees with calculated shapes in literature (Cayless 1965, 

Teh-Sen Jen et.al. 1969, Lowke 1969, Ozaki 1971). The 

absolute values of the measured and the calculated radiance 

in the maxima of the self-reversed D-lines agree with each 

other within the measuring accuracy. This conclusion 

differs from the conclusion of Ozaki (1971), who 

found that the calculated radiance is about a factor of 3 

lower than the measured radiance, from which he concluded 

that the assumption of LTE is not valid. This difference is 

due to the calculation procedure; using the same input data 

of temperature distribution and sodium vapour pressure, the 

present calculations give a value of the spectral radiance 

in the maxima of the self-reversed D-lines which is about a 

factor of 2.5 higher than the values obtained by Ozaki. 
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CHAPTER V 

THE INFLUENCE OF THE GASES Hg, Xe AND He ON THE 

TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION AND THE SPECTRUM OF A 

HIGH PRESSURE SODIUM ARC 
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Abstract 

The influence of the addition of mercury, xenon and helium 

on the temperature distribution, spectrum and field strength of 

a sodium arc with a sodium vapour pressure of about 125 torr 

has been studied. The noble gas pressure is determined from the 

filling pressure and has the values 150 and 400 torr for helium, 

while the pressure range 800-2500 torr has been studied for 

xenon. The mercury vapour pressure (600 and 1200 torr) is 

determined from the amalgam composition and the contour of the 

Hg 253.7 nm line. 

Due to the relatively low thermal conductivity of mercury 

and xenon, the addition of these gases, at the pressures studied, 

causes at constant power input and constant sodium vapour 

pressure a small increase (50-200 K) in the plasma temperature 

(~4000 K). The addition of helium with a relatively high thermal 

conductivity has the reverse effect; at the helium pressures 

studied, the axis temperature decreases by about 300 K for the 

same power input. The temperature distribution becomes more 

convex when xenon is added and becomes less convex when mercury 

or helium is added. 

The field strength increases due to the addition of mercury 

and helium, but is only weakly dependent on the xenon pressure. 

The temperature distribution and the field strength, as 

calculated from the solution of the energy balance equation, 

agree with the measurements within the measuring accuracy. 

The addition of the buffer gases has an influence on the 

spectrum as a consequence of the change in the temperature 

distribution. Mercury and xenon further cause band structures 

which are probably due to unstable Na-Hg and Na-Xe molecules. 
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1. Introduction 

The addition of mercury to a high pressure sodium arc 

changes the field strength and the spectrum of the arc 

(Schmidt 1965) and causes a strong increase of the axis 

temperature (Ozaki 197la). According to Schmidt (1966) the 

luminous efficacy of the sodium arc depends on the xenon 

pressure. It is further known in the literature that noble 

gases have an influence on the line broadening of the 

alkali metals (Baylis 1969, Chen and Phelps 1973). 

In this chapter the influence of the gases helium, 

xenon and mercury on the properties of the high pressure .. 
sodium arc will be studied by measurement and calculation 

of the temperature distribution, the field strength and 

the spectrum. This study leads to conclusions concerning 

the influence of mercury, different from those in the 

literature (Ozaki 1971a). Further the influence of the 

noble gases xenon and helium on the luminous efficacy of 

the arc and on the line broadening of the D-lines is 

studied. 

The measurements are averaged over one cycle of the 

50 Hz-supply, unless stated otherwise. The experimental 

set up is discussed in chapter III. 

2. Measurement and calculation of the temperature distribution 

The temperature distribution T(r) has been determined 

from the radiance in the maximum of the self-reversed 

Na 568.3/568.8 and/or 818.4/819.5 nm lines (see chapter III). 

The distribution is approximated by the equation 

( 2 • 1 ) 

where TA is the axis temperature, TV the wall temperature, 

r the radial coordinate, R the tube inner radius and n a 

constant. 
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The temperature distribution and the field strength have 

been calculated from the solution of the energy balance 

equation (see chapter III). It is assumed that the various 

buffer gases have only an influence on the heat conduction 

and on the electrical conductivity(via the cross-sections for 

momentum transfer), The cross-sections for momentum transfer 

needed for these calculations, are taken from Norcross (1971) 

and Moores and Norcross (1972) for sodium, from McCutchen 

(1958) for mercury, from Frost and Phelps (1964) for xenon 

and from Gould and Brown (1954) for helium. The cross-section 

for sodium is about a factor 2 higher than the value for 

mercury. The cross section for mercury is estimated to be 

accurate only within a factor 2 (Zollweg 1971, Morris and 

Walker 1973). The cross-sections for the noble gases are two 

orders of magnitude lower than for sodium; the accuracy of 

these values therefore plays no significant role for these 

calculations at the pressures studied. 

The thermal conductivity, A , of the plasma follows 
c 

approximately from the atom fraction of each component in the 

gas mixture (Mason and Saxena 1958): 

A c = L: 
i 

A ( i) 
c 

(2.2) 

where p. is the partial pressure of component i, p t the 
1 to 

total pressure and A (i) the thermal conductivity of c 
component i. The thermal conductivity of each component as a 

function of the temperature T has been approximated by the 

following relations: 

A (Na) 
c 

= 3Jxl0-6T Olm-IK- 1)(Timrot and Totskii 1967) 

A (Hg) c "" J5xJ0- 3+Jix10- 6 (T-lOOO) " (Hirschfelder et,al.1954 

A (Xe) • 15x10-3+8x10- 7 (T-1000) 
c 

A (He) = 275xi0- 6T 
c 

" 

" 

p 564, 1112) 
(Hogervorst 1971) 

(Darrigo 1970) 
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The thermal conductivity of sodium has been discussed in 

chapter III. The given values for mercury and xenon are 

based on the published force constants (see chapter III, 

Hirschfelder et.al. 1964 p.534). 

3. The gas and vapour pressure 

The sodium vapour pressure pNa has been determined from 

the wavelength difference ~A between the maxima of the 

self-reversed D-lines, see chapter IV. The buffer gases used 

in this study have no significant influence on the pNa- ~A 

ratio, see section 8. The helium and the xenon pressure have 

been determined from the filling pressure at room temperature 

and the plasma temperature distribution. The mercury vapour 

pressure is dependent on the amalgam composition, i.e. the 

mercury-sodium ratio and, as not all the amalgam is 

vapourized, on the temperature of the coldest spot in the 

tube. The mercury vapour pressure pHg has been determined 

the following ways: 

a) from the amalgam composition 

arc 

in 

Hanneman (private communication) has measured the partial 

mercury and sodium vapour pressure from r3ntgen absorption 

measurements as a function of the amalgam composition and 

the temperature. The measuring accuracy is not known. For 

a temperature of 648 K the partial mercury vapour pressure 

can be determined from the amalgam composition and the 

free energy value as given by Hultgren et.al. (1963). For 

this temperature there is agreement with the measurements 

of Hanneman. When the temperature of the amalgam i.e. the 

temperature of the coldest spot in the arc tube is 

unknown it can be determined with the data of Hanneman 

from the partial sodium vapour pressure and the amalgam 

composition. 

The amalgam composition follows directly from the 

mercury and sodium filling when a negligible quantity of 
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the amalgam is evaporated, otherwise an iteration has to 

be carried out to determine the actual amalgam composition 

from the filling and the evaporated quantity. 

b) from the contour of Hg 253.7 nm line 

The broadening of the long wavelength wing is mainly due 

to van der Waals broadening (Perrin-Lagarde and Lennuier 

1971, Losen and Behmenburg 1973). The line profile L(v-v) 
0 

is thus given by the relation (Traving 1968) 

L(v-v ) = 
0 

A N 
0 

( 3. 1 ) 

where A is a constant, v the frequency, v the undisturbed 
0 

frequency of the line considered and N 
0 

the density of the 

mercury atoms. It is assumed that the sodium atoms have no 

influence on the line profile of the mercury line. In a 

way similar to that described in chapter IV section 3 for 

the D-lines, the following relation between the mercury 

pressure pHg and the wavelength difference A~Hg between 

the long wavelength maximum of the self-reversed 

Hg 253.7 nm line and the line centre can be obtained: 

R 

4/3 r 1 dr 
T(r)2/3 

( 3. 2) 

0 

where CHg is a proportionality constant. The value of CHg 

has been determined experimentally by measuring A~Hg and 

the temperature distribution for a pure mercury arc with 

the same radius and with a known mercury pressure 
.. ~----

(determined from the filling and the temperature 

distribution). The systematic error in CHg is about 25%. 

Due to the uncertainty in A~Hg (10%) and in the 
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temperature distribution (5%) the random error in pHg' 

as determined from equation (3.2), is about 10%. 

The results of both nethods (a and b) applied to 

two different Na-Hg arcs, are given in table 1. 

TABLE 

The partial mercury and sodium vapour pressure in two Na-Hg 

arcs. The mercury vapour pressure is determined from the 

contour of the Hg 253.7 nm line (~Àllg) and the amalgam 

composition,using llannemans data. The diameter of the are 

tube is 7.6 mm, the lengthof the are tube is 100 mm and the 

distance between the electrades is 64 mn. The temperature 

distribution is given in table 2. 

mercury sodium ~ÀHg PHg PNa PHg 
filling filling from ~ÀHg from amalgam 

composition 

(ng) (mg) (nm) (torr) (torr) (torr) 

1 6. 0 6.0 .28 600+200 150 500+100 

1 7 • 8 2. 2 • 7 1200+400 150 1500+500 

The given uncertainty in the mercury vapour pressure, as 

determined from the antalgam composition, is due 

to the uncertainty in the iteration process because the 

relation between the mercury vapour pressure and the quantity 

of mercury evaporated is only approximately known (due to the 

influence of the cold volume near the electrodes,where the 

density is relatively high). From table 1 it can be 

concluded that there is agreement, within the measuring 

accuracy, between the two nethods. 
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4. Calculation of the spectrum 

The spectrum is calculated fron the salution of the 

radiative transfer equation for 24 sodium lines, recornbination 

and a molecular band at 551.5 nm using the measured values 

of sodium vapour pressure and temperature distribution (see 

chapter III and IV). For these calculations it is assumed 

that the buffer gas ~g, Xe or H~ has no influence on the 

spectrum apart from the influence via a change in the 

teroperature distribution. As the differences between the 

measured and the calculated spectra are small and known for 

a sodiuro are without buffer gas (chapter IV) the influence of 

the buffer gas on the spectrum can be determined from a 

comparison between the measured and the calculated spectrum. 

5. Temperature distribution and field strength 

To investigate the influence of the buffer gases on the 

properties of the sodium are, these arcs are stuclied at 

nearly constant values of sodium vapour pressure (125-150 

torr) and power input (P = 4700 Wm-
1
). The influence of the 

sodium vapour pressure and the po\ler input on the properties 

of the sodium are has been discussed in chapter III and IV. 

The discharge parameters of the various arcs are given in 

table 2 tagether with the measured and the calculated values 

of axis temperature, the measured value of n (see equation 

(2. l)) and the field strength. The measured and calculated 

relative temperature distribution of various arcs are given 

in figure 1 and 2. A sodium are with 10 torr xenon (at room 

teroperature) as ignition gas will be considered, for this 

coroparison, as a "pure" sodium are (see also section 8). The 

measuring accuracy of the temperature measurements is about 

150 K (~4% of the axis temperature), see chapter III. The 

uncertainty in the wall temperature is about 50 K (De Groot 

1972). 

From table 2 and the figures I and 2 the following 

conclusions can be drawn: 
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a) there is agreement, within the ~easuring accuracy, between 

the measured and the calculated temperature distribution. 

The calculated field strength agrees with the ~easured 

value except for the Na-Hg are. This difference is 

probably due to the uncertainty of 30% in the mercury 

vapeur pressure and to the uncertainty of a factor 2 in 

the cross-sectien for momenturn transfer (see sectien 2). 

A change of a factor 2 in the cross-sectien for momenturn 

transfer has the same effect on the calculated field 

strength as a change of a factor 2 in the mercury vapeur 

pressure; the uncertainty in the calculated field strength 
-1 

of the Na-Hg are is thus about 600 V m (see table 2). 

b) the addition of mercury causes an increase of 200 - 300 K 

in the axis temperature. This increase is partly due to 

the lowering of the thermal conductivity of the plasma 

(see sectien 2) and partly due to the fact that the 

Na-Hg are has a less convex ternperature profile than the 

Na are. This change ~n the ternperature distribution is 

due to the increase ~n the field strength. This effect 

has also been observed for the sodiuw are when the field 

strength increases at higher sodium vapeur pressures 

(see chapter III). The increase in the field strength ~s 

due to a lowering of the electrical conductivity caused 

by the increase in the cellision frequency of the electrens 

with neutrals. 

c) the addition of xenon causes an increase ~n the axis 

temperature somewhat greater than the random error of 50 K. 

This increase is due to the lowering of the thermal 

conductivity of the plasma (see sectien 2). The increase 

is less than for the Na-Hg are due to the fact that the 

temperature distribution of a Na-Xe are is more convex 

than for a Na or Na-Hg are. The addition of xenon causes 

no significant changes in the field strength; the change 

~n the normalized temperature distribution is therefore 
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TABLE 2 

A camparisen between the measured and calculated temperature 

distribution and field strength for various area with different 

buffer gases. The given values of T and n are measured values. 
w 

The inner radius of the are tube R = 3.8 mm. 

Buf- PBuffer p I E 

fer measured calculated 

T n w TA 

measured calculated 

(torr) (torr) (Wm- 1) (A) (Vm- 1) (Vm- 1) (K) (K) (K) 

+50 +150 

125 4700 7.2 780 970 1600 2.5 3950 3920 

150 Hg 600 4700 3.8 1350 2000 1550 2 4150 4000 

150 Hg 1200 4700 3.3 2000 2700 1550 2 4300 4020 

130 Xe 800 4700 6.9 800 1030 1550 3 4050 3800 

130 Xe 1600 4700 6.6 820 1080 1550 3 4100 3800 

130 Xe 2500 4700 6.3 840 1 100 1550 3 4000 3770 

140 He 150 4700 4.28 1400 1450 2000 1.5 3700 3700 

140 He 400 4700 4.05 1550 1700 1950 1.5 3600 3650 
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Na-He 

PNa=140torr 

PHe= 400 torr 

Na 

PNa=125 torr 

calculated 
_......_! __ measured 

1 2 3 
r (mm) 

Figure ~he measured anJ the calcula ed norffialized 

temperature distributiou in a ~a and ~a-He are. 

The discharge parameters are given in table 2. 
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only due to the lowering of the therrnal conductivity. The 

rneasured axis temperature in the Na-Xe are has a maximum 

for a xenon pressure of about 1600 torr. The decrease at 

higher xenon pressures is possibly due to a change in the 

speetrun (see sectien 6). 

d) the addition of heliurn causes a lowering in the axis 

ternperature due to the increase in the plasma thermal 

conductivity. The lowering of the plasma ternperature 

causes a decrease of the electrical conductivity with, as 

a consequence, a streng increase in the field strength. 

The increase in the field strength is accornpanied by a 

less convex ternperature distribution. This change 1n the 

norrnalized ternperature distribution is still more 

pronounced for the Na-He are due to the relatively high 

thermal conductivity. The relatively high thermal 

conductivity causes high conduction losses in the Na-He 

are with, as a consequence, a wall temperature which is 

300-400 K higher than in the Na are with the same power 

input. 

6. The spectrum 

The rneasured spectra of the Na-Hg and the Na-Xe are are 

eeropared with the calculated spectra in the figures 3 and 4. 

The discharge parameters are given in the figures tagether 

with the values of temperature distribution and sodiurn vapeur 

pressure, as used in the calculations. For these calculations 

it has been assurned that the buffer gas has no influence on 

the spectrum, apart frorn the influence via the change in the 

ternperature distribution. The measured and the calculated 

spectra of the "pure" Na-are have been discussed in chapter 

IV and will now be used as a reference to deterrnine the 

influence of the buffer gas on the spectrum. This cernparisen 

leads to the following conclusions: 
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~--:?Na-Xe 

Na-Hg 
PNa=150torr 

PHg=600torr 

----- calculated 
• measured --+--

1 2 

PNa = 130 torr 
Pxe = 2 SOOt orr 

3 

• Wall 

r (rnrn) 
Figure ) Ihe measured and the ca'culated Gcr~alized 

temperature distribution in a Nc-Hg and ~a-Xe 

arc. The disc arge paraneters are given 1n 

table 2. 
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a) mercury causes bands at 655 and 670 nm (figure 3) and 

xenon causes a band at 560 nm (figure 4). The bands in the 

Na-Hg arc have already been observed by Schmidt (1965), 

Mizuno (1971) and Zollweg (1973). At a relatively low 

plasma temperature (at current reversal of the a.c. arc) 

a band can be detected at 470 nm in the spectrum of the 

Na-Hg arc. As far as is known this band has not yet been 

observed, proba~ly because this band is masked by the 

strong Na-lines at higher temperatures. From emission and 

temperature measurements the absorption coefficient of 

these bands has been determined. The bands can be 

described with an dispersion profile •. The absorption 

coefficient at the centre of the band and the full half 

width of these bands are given in table 3. 

TABLE 3 

The wavelength of the band centre A
0

, the absorption 

coefficient at the band centre K and the full half width . 0 

~ for various bands in the spectra of the Na-Hg and Na-Xe 

arc. The density of sodium atoms NN , xenon atoms NXe and 
. -3 a 

mercury atoms NHg is given 1n m 

arc 

Na-Xe 

Na-Hg 

Na-Hg 

A 
0 

(nm) 

560 

655 

670 

~ 

(nm) 

8 

6 

I 2 
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Figure 3. Comparison between the measured and the calculated spectrum of a Na-Hg arc. 
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b) the addition of xenon or mercury causes an increase in 

the measured radiance 1n the long wavelength wing of the 

D-lines. 

The influence of the addition of xenon on the 

spectrum at 560 nm can be explained by considering the 

formation of unstable Na-Xe molecules, i.e. a similar 

mechanism as the interaction of cesium and the noble 

gases (Hedges et.al. 1972, Chen and Phelps 1973). This 

similarity is based on the lack of structure in the band, 

the dependence of K on sodium and xenon density and on 
0 

the fact that the half width is of the same order of 

magnitude. It is further known that the potential energy 

as a function of inter-particle distance of the various 

noble gas-alkali metal systems shows a similar behaviour 

(Baylis 1969). The band at 560 nm is thus possibly due to 

an electronic transition from an upper state to a 

repulsive lower state in the Na-Xe molecule. 

The influence of xenon on the long wavelength wing 

of the D-lines is possibly also due to an interaction 

between sodium and xenon atoms (Hedges et.al. 1972, 

Chen and Phelps 1973). 

The bands observed in the spectra of the Na-Hg arc 

have other wavelength values than the known bands of the 

NaHg molecules (Barratt 1929). As the interaction 

between sodium and mercury atoms is comparable with the 

interaction between sodium and noble gas atoms (Buck and 

Pauly 1971) the bands of the Na-Hg arc are possibly due 

to a similar mechanism as for the Na-Xe band • 

7. Measurement and calculation of the luminous flux 

In the preceding section it has been shown that there 

is agreement, within the measuring accuracy, between the 

measured and the calculated spectra of the various arcs. 
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Figure 4. Comparison between the measured and the calculated spectrum of a Na-Xe arc. 
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This is true except for the bands and the change in intensity 

in the long wavelength wing of the D-lines due to Na-Hg and 

Na-Xe molecules. In this section it will be investigated 

whether it is possible to explain the changes in the luminous 

efficacy, when mercury or xenon is added to a sodium arc. 

Such effects have been reported in literature (see section 1). 

The luminous flux of various arcs has been measured in 

an integrating sphere. The values are given in table 4, 

normalized with the "pure" sodium arc as a reference. The 

calculated and the measured spectra are given for a line of 
-2 -1 -1 

sight along a diameter of the arc (unit: Wm nm sr ). 

From these spectra the changes in luminous flux can be 

calculated, assuming that the angular dependence of the 

spectrum is the same for the various arcs. The results of 

the measurements and calculations based on this assumption 

are given in table 4. As the input power is constant for 

various arcs, the luminous flux is proportional to the 

luminous efficacy. 

From table 4 it can be concluded that the determination 

of the luminous flux from the measured or calculated spectrum 

is in agreement with the luminous flux measurements in an 

integrating sphere, within the accuracy of the measurement 

and the calculation of the spectrum. The increase in the 

luminous efficacy by the addition of mercury or xenon, as 

observed by Ozaki (1971 b) and Schmidt (1966) can be 

explained from the changes in the temperature distribution. 

The changes in the form of the spectra play only a minor 

role. The changes of the luminous flux are due to relatively 

small changes in the temperature (see table 2). Calculations 

indicate an increase of 15% in the luminous flux if the axis 

temperature increases from 4000 to 4100 K for a cubic 

temperature distribution and constant values of wall 

temperature and sodium vapour pressure. An optimum luminous 

efficacy for the Na-Xe arc is found at a xenon pressure of 

1600 torr (200 torr at room temperature), in agreement with 
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TABLE 4 

A comparison between the luminous flux 0 as measured in an 

integrating sphere and as determined from the measured and 

the calculated spectrum, determined for a line of sight 

along a diameter of the arc. The values are normalized 

with a "pure" sodium arc as a reference. The arc power is 

c o n s t an t ( P == 4 7 0 0 l.J'n- 1 ) • 

arc 

Na 

PNa 

(torr) 

I 2 5 

Na-Hg 150 

Na-Xe 130 

Na-Xe 130 

Na-Xe 130 

Na-He 140 

PBuffer 

(torr) 

600 

800 

1600 

2400 

I 50 

0 from spectrum 

from sphere measured calculated 

100 1 00 100 

120+2% 130+10% 135+15% 

I 13+2% 115+10% 120+15% 

140+2% 130+10% 125+15% 

130+2% 125+10% 115+15% 

66+2% 65+10% 60+15% 

the measurements of Schmidt (1966). This optimum can be 

explained by the occurrence of a maximum in the axis 

temperature at this xenon pressure (see table 2). The 

decrease of the plasma temperature at higher xenon pressures 

is possibly caused by the increase in the radiated power in 

the long wavelength wing of the D-lines due to the 

interaction of sodium and xenon atoms, see section 6. 
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8. Discussion 

In the preceding sections and in chapter III and IV it 

has been assumed that a sodium arc with about 80 torr xenon 

(10 torr at room temperature) can be considered as a "pure" 

sodium arc. From the measurements of temperature distribution 

and spectrum as a function of the xenon pressure (up to 2500 

torr) it can be concluded that this is justified. 

For the determination of the sodium vapour pressure it 

has further been assumed that the various buffer gases have 

no influence on the pNa- ~A ratio. This assumption is 

justified at the pressures studied because the various gases 

have only a significant influence on the measured contours 

of the D-lines for wavelength distances more than 30 nm from 

the centre of the D-lines. As the influence of mercury and 

xenon is stronger on the long wavelength wing of the D-lines 

than on the short wavelength wing, the influence on the 

pNa- ~A relation can be checked by comparing the asymmetry 

of the distances of the two maxima to the centre of the 

D-lines. This leads to the same conclusion. 

The present measurements and calculations lead to other 

conclusions concerning the influence of the mercury addition 

than obtained by Ozaki (1971 a and 1971 b). The mercury 

vapour pressure in the Na-Hg arc studied by Ozaki 

(pHg ~ 230 torr) is lower than in the present study (600-

1200 torr); the sodium vapour pressure has the same value 

(pNa = 150 torr). The present measurements and calculations 

compare the Na and Na-Hg arc for the same power input. For a 

constant current and sodium vapour pressure the power input 

in a Na-Hg arc with p = 230 torr is about 50% higher than 
Hg 

in aNa arc (Ozaki 1971 a). The dependence of plasma 

temperature on power input is discussed in chapter III. From 

this, together with the present measurements, it can be 

concluded that the axis temperature in a Na-Hg arc with 

pHg = 230 torr is about 300 K higher than the axis 
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temperature in a Na arc with the same current and sodium 

vapour pressure. This difference of 300 K is much less than 

the 1000 K measured by Ozaki (1971 a). Calculations of the 

axis temperature from the values of field strength and 

current, as given by Ozaki for the Na and Na-Hg arc, give 

values for the axis temperature in the Na-Hg arc which are 

only 200-300 K higher than in the Na arc. These calculations 

are in agreement with the present measurements. The 

relatively small differences in axis temperature for the Na 

and Na-Hg arc at a constant power input is illustrated by 

the agreement in the contours of the Na 568.3/568.8 nm 

lines, which are strongly dependent on the plasma temperature 

(see figure 5 and figure 5 in chapter IV). 

9. Conclusions 

The influence of the gases mercury, xenon and helium on 

the plasma temperature and field strength can be explained 

by considering the values of heat conductivity and cross

section for momentum transfer of these gases. The buffer 

gases have an influence on the form of the spectrum mainly 

via a change in the profile in the wings of the D-lines due 

to an interaction of sodium atom and buffer gas atom. The 

absolute value of the visible radiation output is mainly 

determined by the plasma temperature. 

The measurement of field strength, total spectrum and 

line contours, relative and absolute, form a consistent 

system with the calculations of spectrum and line contours 

and with the numerical solution of the energy balance 

equation, based on LTE. 

A method of measurement of the mercury vapour pressure 

in a Na-Hg arc from the contour of the Hg 253.7 nm line is 

given. 
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CHAPTER VI 

THE PLASMA TEMPERATURE AND THE SPECTRUM OF MERCURY/TIN 

IODIDE AND SODIUM ARCS; A COMPARISON BETWEEN THE D.C. 

AND 50 Hz-A.C. ARCS 
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Abstract 

The plasma temperature of high pressure mercury-, mercury/ 

tin iodide- and sodium arcs has been measured in the d.c. 

discharge as well as time resolved in the 50 Hz-a.c. discharge. 

The value of the measured time averaged temperature in the a.c. 

arc depends on the measuring method used. However calculations 

indicate that, for the arcs considered, the differences between 

various methods are less than the absolute measuring accuracy 

of 150-200 K. 

The measured time averaged temperature and spectrum of the 

a.c. arc have been compared with the measured values for the 

d.c. arc with the same power input. The differences are less 

than the absolute measuring accuracy. This agreement between 

the time averaged values of the a.c. arc and the values of the 

d.c. arc is explained using a simple model, based on the fact 

that the energy balance of the arcs considered is dominated by 

the radiation term. 
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I. Introduction 

Time averaged measurements of the plasma temperature and 

the spectrum of a.c. high pressure gas discharges, used as 

light sources, are often carried out (Zollweg 1971 • 

Springer and Taylor 1971, Waymouth 1971, Ozaki 1971, De 

Groot and Jack 1973, Wesselink et.al. 1973). The temperature 

and the spectrum of these a.c. discharges are strongly time 

dependent (Vaidya 1966, Patterson 1972, Rehder et.al. 1973). 

It is known that the temperature, as derived from time 

averaged quantities depends on the measuring method (Weber 

and Garscadden 1971). This is due to the fact that these 

quantities are in general non-linear temperature dependent 

functions. The effect of time averaging depends on the 

discharge considered. This effect has not yet been studied 

for the type of high pressure gas discharges used as light 

sources. 

Although time dependent solutions of the energy balance 

equa~ion are known (Detloff and Uhlenbusch 1970), most 

calculations assume a stationary situation (Lowke 1969, 

Waszink 1973). For a comparison between the measurements and 

the calculations it is thus necessary to compare the time 

averaged plasma temperature and spectrum with the values for 

a d.c. arc. In this chapter the effect of time averaging will 

be studied for a high pressure mercury-, mercury/tin iodide

and sodium arc. The time dependent plasma temperature in the 

50 Hz a.c. arc will be determined from time resolved 

measurements of self-reversed lines and/or from absolute line 

intensities. From this time dependent plasma temperature the 

effect of time averaging will be calculated for different 

measuring methods. Further the time averaged values of plasma 

temperature and spectrum of these arcs will be compared with 

the values for the d.c. arc. For this comparison the input 

power is kept constant, to realize a comparable energy 

balance. 
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For the measurements and calculations it is assumed 

that local thermal equilibrium (LTE) exists. 

2. Experimental set up 

The arrangement for the optical measurements has been 

discussed in chapters II and III. The spectral power 

distribution is measured using an integrating sphere. Time 

resolved measurements are carried out with a resolution of 

0.1 ms, using a Boxcar Integrator. For the d.c. measurements 

the direction of the current was reversed every 10 ms to 

avoid cataphoresis effects and excessive heating of one 

electrode. The a.c. arc is operated on a 50 Hz supply with a 

choke ballast in series. The current and the lamp voltage of 

the 50 Hz a.c. sodium arc as a function of time are given in 

figure I. 

The discharge parameters are given in table I. The 

mercury arc studied is the Standard Ultra-Violet mercury 

lamp (Kreft et.al. 1937). 

3. Temperature measurements 

The temperature distribution is determined with Bartels' 

method (see chapters I, II and III) from self-reversed lines. 

For the cases where the line was not self-reversed the 

temperature has been determined from absolute line 

intensities (Hg 577.0 and 491.6 nm lines). The accuracy of 

the different methods is estimated to be 150-200 K, the 

random error 50-100 K (chapters II and III). 

Figure 2 gives the time resolved axis temperature TA in 

the various arcs when operated on a 50 Hz supply. The moment 

of current reversal has been taken as time t=o. Due to the 

heat capacity of the discharge there is a difference between 

the heating and the cooling phase of the discharge. The time 

at which the axis temperature reaches a minimum lags the 
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instant of current reversal by about 0.5 ms. The temperature 

modulation of the various arcs is about 1000 K, i.e. less 

than 25% of the temperature at current maximum. 

TABLE I 

Survey of the discharge parameters for the Hg, Hg-Sn-I and 

Na arcs. 

internal diameter (mm) 

electrode separation (mm) 

filling of mercury (mg) 

mercury vapour pressure (torr) 

filling of Sni 2 (mg) 

tin iodide vapour pressure (torr) 

sodium vapour pressure~ (torr) 

a.c. current, rms value (A) 

a.c. lamp voltage, rms value (V) 

d.c. current (A) 

d.c. lamp voltage (V) 

input power (lJ) 

~not all sodium vapourized. 

Hg 

18 

105 

47 
3 1.4xl0 

2.02 

138 

I. 84 

136 

250 

Hg-Sn-I 

I 5 

40 

25 

3xt0
3 

3.7 

250 

4 • 7 I 

96 

4.22 

94.5 

400 

Na 

7.6 

83 

130 

5.20 

73 

4 • 7 I 

70 

330 
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6000 

5000 Hg-Sn-I 

4000 

3000 

0 1 2 3 L.. 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Time(ms) 

Figure 2 The ax1s temnerature as a function of the time l.n 

the 50Hz a. c • Hg, Hg-Sn-I and Na arcs. 
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4. Calculation of the time averaged temperature 

In thi~ section the time averaged axis temperature will 

be calculated for different methods from the time resolved 

temperature profile measurements in the mercury and sodiuM 

a.c. arcs. For these calculations it is assumed that the 

volume integrated atom density is time independent. This 

will be true for the mercury arc as all the filling is 

evaporated. For the sodium arc, where not all the sodium is 

evaporated, this assumption is confirmed by time resolved 

measurements of the sodium vapour pressure from the 

wavelength separation between the maxima of the self

reversed D-lines (chapter IV). 

4.1. Methods 

The following methods of temperature measurement 

are considered: 

a. Self-absorbed spectral lines. With Bartels' method 

(chapter I) the axis temperature is determined from the 

spectral radiance in the maximum of a self-reversed 

line. For an a.c. discharge the time averaged axis 

temperature T(o) is determined from the relation 

_ DB(T(r)) 
BA (T(o)) = ~-T~-

o 

T 

r IA(T(r,t))dt ( 4 • 1 ) 

0 

where BA (T(o)) is the Planck function for temperature 
0 

T(o) and wavelength A of the line considered, T the 
0 

period of the a.c. supply, DB(T(r)) the Bartels' 

constant as defined in chapter I, IA(T(r,t)) the 

intensity, as a function of the wavelength, of the line 

contour observed, T(r,t) the time dependent temperature 

distribution. The solution of the radiative transfer 

equation (chapt~rs I and III) gives the time dependent 
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line contour and from this the time averaged line 

contour is determined via summation. From this contour 

the wavelength of the maximum of the self-re~ersed line 

is determined, which is different from the time 

resolved values as the line contour is strongly 

dependent on the plasma temperature. For this wavelength, 

T(o) is calculated with the help of equation (4.1). The 

calculations are carried out for the Na 568.3/568.8 and 

818.4/819.5 nm lines (see chapter III) and for the 

Hg 365.0 and 546. I nm lines, The oscillator strengths of 

the mercury lines are taken from Andersen en S~rensen 

(1973). The line broadening of these lines is determined 

by the broadening of the 63P?-level and the Stark 

broadening of the 63n3-level: neglecting the broadening 

of the 73s 1-level. For the calculations it is assumed 

that the broadening of the 63P 2-level, is equal to the 
3 broadening of the 6 P 1-level, determined by resonance 

broadening (Schulz 1943) and van der Waals broadening 

(Perrin-Lagarde and Lennuier 1972). 

b. Absolute line intensities. The time averaged temperature 

as derived from absolute line intensities follows from 

the relation 
T 

- - 1f n(r)exp(-E /kT(r))=- n(r,t)exp(-E /kT(r,t))dt 
n T n 

(4.2) 

0 

where n(r,t) is the density of atoms in the ground 

state, n(r) the time averaged density, E the energy of 
n 

the upper level of the line considered and k the 

Boltzmann constant. 

c. Stark broadening. With this method the temperature is 

determined from the half width ~A(r,t) of a spectral 

line, broadened by Stark broadening: (Unsold 1968) 
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1/2 11/12 bA(r,t)•n(r,t) T(r,t) exp(-eV./2kT(r,t)) 
l 

( 4. 3) 

where e is the elementary charge and V. the ionization 
l 

potential. The half width of the time averaged line 

profile L(A,T(r)) follows from the time dependent line 

profile L(A,T(r,t)) with the relation 

n(r)exp(-E /kT(r))L(A,T(r))= 
n 

T 

=t) 
0 

n(r,t)exp(-E /kT(r,t))L(A,T(r,t))dt 
n 

(4.4) 

From the half width of the time averaged line profile 

follows the time averaged temperature with equation (4.3). 

d. Recombination radiation. The recombination radiation is 

proportional to the electron and the ion density. The 

time averaged temperature, as determined with this 

method, follows from the relation: 

- - 1.5 -n(r)T(r) exp(-eV./kT(r))• 
l. 

T 

=l/ n(r,t)T(r,t) 1" 5exp(-eV./kT(r,t))dt T . l. 
( 4 .s ) 

0 

e. Electrical conductivitv. The temperature can be 

determined from current and field strength via the 

electrical conductivity cr(T(r)) (chapter III). The time 

averaged temperature as determined with this method, 

follows from the relation: 

R T R 

J cr(T(r))r dr = T / f cr(T(r,t))r dr dt ( 4. 6) 

0 0 0 

The calculation of the electrical conductivity for the 

mercury and sodium arc, is discussed in chapter III. 
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4.2. Results 

The results of the calculations are given in 

table 2. In this table the maximum differences between 

the calculated values for each arc are also given. The 

uncertainty in these calculations is small compared 

with the maximum difference, except for the self

absorbed lines. For this method the results depend on 

the uncertainty in the radial dependence of the 

temperature profile and on the assumed line broadening. 

The uncertainty in this method is estimated to be 50 K. 

Comparing the maximum differences in table 2 with the 

absolute measuring accuracy of 150-200 K, it can be 

concluded that for the various methods the effect of 

time averaging is, in the worst case comparable with 

the measuring accuracy. 

5. The time averaged temperature and spectrum of the a.c. and 

d.c. arc 

In the previous section the effect of time averaging on 

temperature measurements in a.c. arcs has been calculated; in 

this section measured time averaged values of the a.c. arc 

will be compared with the measured values of the d.c. arc. 

Further the measured time averaged spectra of the a.c. arcs, 

will be compared with the spectra of the d.c. arcs. 

The axis temperature in the d • c • arc and the time 

averaged axis temperature in the a.c. arc, as determined 

from various methods, are compared vith each other in table 3. 

For this comparison the power input has been held constant. 

The given values are averaged values of three measurements; 

the random error in the given values is therefore less than 

20 K. For the temperature measurements from absolute line 

intensities the transition probabilities are taken from 

Jean et.al. (1971) for the Hg 577.0 nm line and from Wiese 
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Table 2 

The axis temperature T(o) as calculated from time averaged 

quantities. The calculations are based on the time resolved 

temperature measurements for the sodium and the mercury arc. The 

maximum differences ~T (o) between the various calculated 
max 

values for each arc are also given. 

Hg Na 

Method A T(o) A T(o) 

(nm) (K) (nm) (K) 

lines 5680 
+ + 

self-absorbed 365.0 -so 568.8 4040 -50 

546. I 5690 !so 81 9. 4 4060 
+ 
-50 

absolute line intensities 49 J. 6 5865 498.3 4 I I 5 

577.0 5860 5 I 5. 4 4120 

stark broadening 577.0 5725 

recombination radiation 5865 4130 

electrical conductivity 5820 4080 

~T 185 
+ -so 90 + 

-30 max 
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Table 3 

The measured time averaged axis temperatures in the a.c. arcs, 

the axis temperatures in the d.c. arcs and the differences 

between these values for the Hg, Hg-Sn-I and Na arcs. For 

this comparison the input power for each arc lS kept constant. 

arc measuring method T(o) T(o) T(o)-T(o) 

a. c. d. c. 

(K) (K) (K) 

Hg Hg 365.0 nm (self-reversed) 5675 5750 -75 

Hg 546. 1 nm (self-reversed) 5625 5650 -25 

Hg 577.0 nm (absolute) 5880 5850 +30 

Hg-Sn-I Sn 380.1 nm (self-reversed) 5530 5550 -20 

Hg 577.0 nm (absolute) 5520 5450 +70 

Na Na 568.8 nm (self-reversed) 4010 4050 -40 

Na 819.5 nm (self-reversed) 4000 4060 -60 

Na 498.3 nm (absolute) 3910 3900 +10 
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et.al. (1969) for the Na 498.3 nm line. The measured time 

averaged values for the mercury and sodiu~ arc are not the 

same as the calculated values (see table 2) due to the 

measuring uncertainty. 

From table 3 it can be concluded that the differences 

between the measured time averaged axis temperature in the 

a.c. arc and the measured axis temperature in the d.c. arc 

are, in general, small compared with the measuring 

uncertainty of 150-200 K. The difference of 70 K for the 

Hg 577.0 nm line in the Hg-Sn-I arc can be explained from the 

relatively high excitation potential of this line, see section 6. 

The spectral power distributions (s.p.d. 1 s) of the 

mercury, mercury/tin-iodide and sodium arcs have been 

measured for the visible part of the spectrum with 

wavelength integration steps of 5 nm.· The measureoents have 

been carried out in an integrating sphere. The time averaged 

s.p.d. 1 s of these arcs are compared in figures 2-4 with the 

s.p.d.'s of the d.c. arcs. The differences between the 

s.p.d. 1 s are in general less than the random measuring 

uncertainty (2-3%). Lines with a relatively high excitation 

potential (Hg 577.0 nm, Na 498.3/498.5 nm) are relatively 

and absolute stronger in the spectrum of the a.c. arc than 

in the spectrum of the d.c. arc. This effect is most clearly 

visible in the s.p.d. of the Hg-Sn-I arc. It will be 

discussed in more detail in the next section. The total 

radiant power in the visible wavelength range differs less 

than 2% for the a.c. and d.c. arcs, i.e. within the 

experimental error of 2-3%. 

6. Discussion 

The effect of time averaging for the various methods can 

be explained from the different temperature dependencies of 

the measured quantities. To a first approximation, the 

temperature dependence of the measured quantity q is, for the 
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methods used, given by 

q • f(T(t)) exp(-E/kT(t)) ( 6. l ) 

where f(T(t)) is a relatively slowly varying function of the 

te~perature. Neglecting the temperature dependence of 

f(T(t)), the average temperature Tis given by 

exp(-E/k'f) c T r' exp(-E/kT(t))dt 

0 

(6.2) 

For the temperature measuring methods, using the half width 

or the absolute intensity of optically thin lines the value 

of E is given by the energy E of the upper level of the 
n 

line considered. Optically thick lines behave like a black 

body radiAtor for wavelength values near the maximu~ of the 

line; the value of E is thus determined by the energy 

difference E of the upper and the lower levels. For the nm 
electrical conductivity, which depends mainly on the electron 

density, the value of E is given by half the ionisation 

potential V. (Saha equation). The value of E for the 
l 

recombination radiation is given by the ionization potential 

Vi. With these values of E the average temperature T has 

been calculated with the help of equation (6.2) using the 

time dependent axis temperature of the mercury arc for T(t). 

The value of T increases for increasing value of E, see 

table 4. For these values of E the results are compared with 

the calculations using the full equations as discussed in 

section 4. From table 4 it can be concluded that the value 

of the average temperature is fairly well described via a 

characteristic excitation potential E except for Stark 

broadening. This is due to the fact that, in this case, the 

term f(T(t)) in equation (6.1) is not a slowly varying 

function of the temperature, see the equations (4.3) and 

(4.4). 
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Table 4 

The time averaged temperature T(o), as calculated with equation 

(6.2), compared with the value, calculated with the full 

equations of section 4. The time dependent values of the axis 

temperature, as measured in the mercury arc, are used for these 

calculations. 

calculations using calculations US1ng 

equation ( 6 . 2) full equations 

Potential E T(o) T(o) Method 

(eV) (K) (K) 

E 2. 2 7 5750 5690 self-reversed Hg 54 6. 1 nm nm 

E 3. 6 5770 5680 self-reversed Hg 365.0 nm nm 

v./2 5. 2 5810 5820 electrical conductivity 1 

E 8.85 5855 5725 stark broadening Hg 577.0 nm n 

E 8.85 5855 5860 n absolute intensity Hg 577.0 nm 

E 9.2 5860 5865 
n 

absolute intensity Hg 4 91 . 6 nm 

v. I 0 . 4 5875 5865 recombination radiation 1 
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The temperature differences of the a.c. and d.c. arcs 

can be explained from the energy balance of these arcs. 

Following Elenbaas (1951) and Waymouth (1971), the actual arc 

is replaced by a homogeneous arc with radius reff' density 

neff and temperature Teff and the actual radiating atom is 

replaced by a fictitious two level atom with upper level 

Eeff and transition probability Aeff" Assuming that the 

conduction power in these radiation dominated arcs plays 

only a minor role (Jack and Koedam 1974) the energy balance 

for the a.c. and d.c. arcs with the same input power P can 

be written as: 

T 

=t r 2rrreffAeffneffexp(-eEeff/kTeff(t))dt 
0 

(6.3) 

Defining an averaged temperature Teff for the a.c. arc 

similar to relation (6.2) and assuming that the product of 

reff and neff is time independent it follows from relations 

(6.2) and (6.3) that 

(6.4) 

With this simplified model it can be explained that the time 

averaged temperature in the a.c. arc is a good approximation 

of the temperature in the d.c. arc. 

For an actual atom the measured time averaged 

temperature in the a.c. arc increases when measured with 

methods with increasing characteristic excitation potential 

E. Extrapolating the results of the simplified model to an 

actual atom one may expect that the average temperature in 

the a.c. arc is higher than in the d.c. arc when E is 

greater than Eeff and lower when E is smaller than Eeff" 
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This is eonfirmed by the temperature measurements in the 

mercury a.c. and d.c. arc from self-reversed lines 

(E = 2-3 eV) and from absolute line intensities 

(E = 8.85-9.2 eV). For mercury Eeff :::7.8 eV (Waymouth 1971) 

and from table 3 it can be seen that the time averaged axis 

temperature in the a.c. arc is lower than the axis 

temperature 1n the d.c. arc when determined with a method 

with E<Eeff (self-reversed lines) and higher when E>Eeff 

(absolute line intensities). The effect is still more 

pronounced in the Hg-Sn-I arc. As the radiation of this arc 

is mainly due to Sni molecules (E = 2-3eV) and Sn atoms 

(E::: 4-5 eV) the value of Eeff::: 2-4 eV and thus a factor 2 

lower than for mercury (Eeff::: 7.8 eV). The excitation 

potentials of the mercury lines (7.73-9.2 eV) are much 

higher than Eeff::: 2-4 eV. Therefore the mercury lines in the 

time averaged s.p.d. of the Hg-Sn-I a.c. arc are 2-20% 

stronger than in the s.p.d. of the d.c. arc (see figure 3). 

The temperature, as determined from the tine averaged 
\.~ 

intensity of the Hg 577.0 nm line in the a.c. arc, is 

therefore about 70 K higher than the temperature in the d.c. 

arc (see table 3). 

As far as is known the only publication dealing with a 

comparison between a.c. and d.c. arcs of the same type as 

discussed in this chapter, is the paper of Koch and 

Dunstadter (1951). According to these authors the 

temperature in an a.c. mercury arc, as determined from time 

averaged line width measurements of the Hg 577.0 nm line is 

higher than the temperature in the d.c. arc. This can be 

understood, with the given model, considering the relatively 

high excitation potential of this mercury line. 
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7. Conclusions 

From the present investigation it has been shown that 

the measured time averaged temperature in an a.c. arc depends 

on the measuring method. However the differences between the 

various methods are less than the absolute measuring 

accuracy. For the arcs studied the tenperature and the 

spectrum of the a.c. arc, as determined with time averaged 

measurements, are a good approximation for the values of the 

d.c. arc with the same power input; the differences are in 

general small compared with the absolute measuring accuracy. 

The similar behaviour of these a.c. and d.c. arcs can 

be explained with a simple model based on the energy balance 

of these radiation dominated arcs. The time averaged 

temperature in the a.c. arc is closest to the d.c. value 

when a method is used with a characteristic potential nearly 

equal to the effective potential of the principal radiating 

atom or molecu~e. 
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Algemene slotbeschouwin_£ 

Van hogedruk gasontladingen, gebruikt als lichtbronnen, kan 

de temperatuurverdeling op een vrij eenvoudige manier bepaald 

worden uit zelfomgekeerde spektraallijnen ~.b.v. de methoden 

volgens Bartels of Kruithof. De mogelijkheden en de beperkingen 

van deze methoden zijn nagegaan. Van de in dit proefschrift be

schouwde ontladingstypen is de temperatuurverdeling nu vrij goed 

bekend. 

Van de hogedruk kwik/tinjodide-ontlading is het spektrum 

qualitatief beschreven. Het in de literatuur berekende radiele 

verloop van de temperatuurverdeling is experimenteel bevestigd. 

Zouden de overgangswaarschijnlijkheden van de tinmonohalogenide

molekulen in de toekomst worden bepaald, dan is het wellicht 

mogelijk via een oplossing van de energiebalansvergelijking 

waarin de kontinuumernissie en -absorptie zijn opgenomen, een 

meer quantitatieve beschrijving te geven. 

Voor de hogedruk natriurnontlading stemt de temperatuurver

deling overeen met wat verwacht wordt op grand van de bekende 

eigenschappen van bet natriumatoom. Voor deze relatief een

voudige ontlading zijn de invloeden van veranderingen in de ont

ladingsparameters en van bijgevoegde buffergassen grotendeels te 

berekenen. De oplossing van de energiebalansvergelijking kan in 

de toekomst nog verfijnd worden door de zelfabsorptie van de 

niet-resonante natriumlijnen in rekening te brengen. Het spek

trum van deze ontlading kan met redelijke nauwkeurigheid be

rekend worden m.b.v. de bekende lijnverbredingstheoriin. Het 

blijkt dat deze theorien evenwel niet toereikend zijn om de 

verre vleugels van de natriumlijnen korrekt te beschrijven. 

Deze afwijking speelt een grotere rol naarmate de natriumdruk 

boger wordt. De berekeningen van het spektrum kunnen nog ver

beterd worden door de van der Waalsverbreding in de rode vleugel 

van de D-lijnen mee te nemen. Anderzijds kan uit de afwijking 

tussen het gemeten en bet berekende spektrum evenals uit de ge

meten bnnden informatie verkregen worden over de interaktie 

tussen de verschillende deeltjes in de ontlading. 
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Voor hogedruk gasontladingen gebruikt als lichtbron, zijn 

de tijdgemiddelde waarden van temperatuur en spektrum van de 

50 Hz-wisselstroomontlading goed vergelijkbaar met de waarden 

van de gelijkstroomontlading met hetzelfde vermogen. 
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Samenvatt~ 

In boofdstuk I worden de metboden van Bartels en Kruitbof, 

die gebruik ~aken van spektraallijnen met zelf-absorptie om de 

plasmatemperatuur te bepalen, nader geanalyseerd. Deze metboden 

zijn gebaseerd op speciale oplossingen van de stralingstrans

portvergelijking, welke numeriek opgelost is om de invloed van 

verscbillende aannamen bij beide metboden na te gaan. Met name 

is de invloed van bet lijnprofiel, de temperatuurverdeling en 

de energie van bet benedenniveau nagegaan. Voor omstandigbeden, 

kenmerkend voor bogedruk licbtbronnen, boeft niet precies vol

daan te zijn aan de verscbillende aannamen om deze metboden, 

zonder ernstig verlies van meetnauwkeurigbeid, te kunnen toe-

pas sen. 

In boofdstuk II wordt bet effekt van bet toevoegen van tin

jodide aan een bogedruk kwikontlading bescbreven. De astempera

tuur zakt van 6000 K naar 5200 K als de tinjodidedruk toeneemt 

tot een paar bonderd torr. De temperatuurverdeling verandert 

doordat de warmtegeleiding toeneemt in een bepaald temperatuur

trajekt t.g.v. bet transport van dissociatie- en rekombinatie

energie van de tinjodide-molekulen. Er is een kontinuum ab

sorptie, die toeneemt met afnemende golflengte, welke bet ge

volg is van de SnJ 2-molekulen, die bestaan in de koude buite4-

mantel van de boog. Uit de meting van de emissieverdeling, ge

kombineerd met tbermodynamiscbe berekeningen, volgt dat de 

kontinuumemissie in de buitenmantel vooral bet gevolg is van een 

elektronenovergang in bet SnJ-molekuul. Vlak bij de as is er nog 

extra kontinuumemissie, mogelijk bet gevolg van rekombinatie-

processen. 

In boofdstuk III wordt de te~peratuurverdeling in een 

natriumontlading met een diameter van 7.6 mm gegeven als funktie 

van de natrium dampdruk (50-500 torr) en bet vermogen per een-
-1 

beid van booglengte (3000-6000 Wm ). De temperatuurwaarden, 

zeals bepaald uit zelfomgekeerde lijnen, absolute lijnintensi-
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teiten, rekornbinatiestraling en het elektrisch geleidingsver

mogen stemmen met elkaar overeen binnen de neetnauwkeurigheid. 

De astemperatuur ligt tussen 3600 en 4100 K. De temperatuurver

deling en de veldsterkte zijn berekend uit de oplossing van de 

energiebalansvergelijking. Zij stemmen overeen met de gemeten 

waarden. 

In hoofdstuk IV wordt het gemeten spektrum van de hogedruk 

natriumontlading vergeleken met het spektrum, berekend uit de 

oplossing van de stralingstransportvergelijking voor 24 na

triumlijnen en rekombinatiestraling. Bij deze berekeningen wordt 

uitgegaan van de gemeten temperatuurverdeling en natriumdruk 

(100-300 torr), aannemende dat lokaal thermisch evenwicht (LTE) 

bestaat. Er is overeenstemming tussen het gemeten en het bere

kende spektrum, behalve voor de verre vleugels van de D-lijnen. 

Ver in de vleugels is het lijnprofiel niet exact een dispersie

profiel, zoals wordt aangenomen bij de berekeningen. Er zijn oak 

verschillen nabij de centra van de D-lijnen welke het gevolg 

zijn van de afwijking van LTE in de koude buitenmantel. De waar

genomen bandenstruktuur in het spektrum blijkt grotendeels af

komstig te zijn van Na 2-molekulen, terwijl de banden bij 436.5, 

452.5 en 551.5 nm waarschijnlijk het gevolg zijn van een elek

tronenovergang naar een repulsieve toestand van het natrium 

molekuul. 

In hoofdstuk V wordt de invloed van de toevoeging van kwik, 

xenon en helium op de eigenschappen van een hogedruk natriumont

lading nagegaan. De edelgasdruk is bepaald uit de vuldruk, ter

wijl de kwikdruk bepaald is uit zowel de amalgaamsamenstelling 

als de kontour van de Hg 253.7 nm lijn. Tengevolge van de rela

tief lage warmtegeleiding van kwik en xenon veroorzaken deze 

gassen een stijging van de asternperatuur. De toevoeging van 

helium, met een relatief hoge warmtegeleiding, heeft het tegen

overgestelde effekt. De veldsterkte neemt toe door de toe

voeging van kwik en helium en is slechts zwak afhankelijk van 

de xenondruk. De gemeten temperatuurverdeling en veldsterkte 

stemmen overeen met de waarden, berekend uit de oplossing van de 

energiebalansvergelijking. Het spektrum verandert ten gevolge 
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van de verandering van de temperatuurverdeling, terwijl xenon 

en kwik bovendien een bandenstruktuur veroorzaken die het ge

volg is van instabiele Na-Ug en Na-Xe molekulen. 

In hoefdstuk VI wordt de temperatuur van de hogedruk kwik

tinjedide- en natriumontlading gegeven zowel voor de gelijk

stroombeog als ook tijdopgelost voor de wisselstroornbeeg. De 

temperatuur in de wisselstroomboog zeals bepaald uit tijdge

middelde metingen, is afhankelijk van de gebruikte meet

methode; uit berekeningen volgt echter dat voor de beschouwde 

wisselstroemontladingen de temperatuurverschillen, zeals ge

vonden met verschillence meetmethoden, kleiner zijn dan de 

meetnauwkeurigheid (150-200 K). De tijdgemiddelde waarden van 

de temperatuur en het spektrum van de uisselstreomboog worden 

vergeleken met de gemeten waarden voor de gelijkstroomboog 

met hetzelfde vermogen. De verschillen zijn kleiner dan de 

meetnauwkeurigheid. Deze evereenkomst tussen de tijdgemiddelde 

waarden van de wisselstroomboog en de waarden van de gelijk

stroombeog werdt verklaard met een eenveudig model gebaseerd 

op het feit dat de energiebalans van de beschouwde entla

dingen bepaald is door de stralingsterm. 
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Summar~ 

In chapter I the methods due to Bartels and Kruithof, 

which make use of self-absorbed spectral lines to determine 

the plasma temperature, are analysed in more detail. These 

methods are based on particular solutions of the radiative 

transfer equation, which has been solved numerically to 

investigate the influence of several of the simplifying 

assumptions. Particular attention has been paid to the 

influence of the line profile, the temperature distribution 

and the energy of the lower level. It is shown that, for 

conditions found in typical high pressure light sources, 

some of the simplifying assumptions can be relaxed without 

serious loss of accuracy. 

In chapter II the effect of adding tin iodide to a high 

pressure mercury arc is described. As the tin iodide 

pressure increases to a few hundred torr, the axis 

temperature decreases from 6000 to about 5200 K. The 

temperature profile changes because the plasma thermal 

conductivity is enhanced in a given temperature range due to 

dissociation and recombination of molecules. There is a 

continuous absorption, increasing with decreasing wavelength, 

which is due to Sni 2 molecules, which exist in the coolest, 

outer layer of the arc column. From emission profile 

measurements, combined with thermodynamic calculations, it 

follows that the continuum emission in the outer mantle is 

due to electronic transitions to the ground state in the 

Sni molecule. Close to the axis the continuum is possibly 

also due to recombination processes. 

In chapter III the plasma temperature distribution in 

a sodium arc with a diameter of 7.6 mm is given as a function 

of the sodium vapour pressure (50-500 torr) and the power 

input per unit of arc length (3000-6000 Wm- 1). The 

temperature is determined from self-reversed lines, 
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absolute line intensities, recombination radiation and the 

electrical conductivity; within the measuring accuracy 

these methods give the same results. The axis temperature 

has a value between 3600 and 4100 K. The te~perature 

distribution and the field strength are calculated from 

the solution of the energy balance equation. The 

calculated values agree with the measured values. 

In chapter IV the measured spectrum of the high 

pressure sodium arc is compared with the spectrum, 
' calculated from the solution of the radiative transfer 

equation for 24 sodium lines and recombination radiation. 

For these calculations the measured values of temperature 

distribution and sodium vapour pressure (100-300 torr) 

are used. It is assumed that local thermal equilibrium 

(LTE) exists. There is agreement between the measured and 

the calculated spectrum, except for the far wings of the 

D-lines. Far in the wings of the D-lines, the line profile 

is not exactly a dispersion profile as has been assumed 

for the calculations. There are also differences between 

the measured and the calculated spectrum at the centre of 

the D-lines due to a deviation from LTE in the cooler 

outer mantle. The observed band structure in the spectrum 

is mainly due to Na 2 molecules; the bands at 436.5, 452.5 

and 551.5 nm are probably due to an electronic transition 

from a bound upper level to a repulsive lower level of 

the sodium molecule. 

In chapter V the influence of the addition of 

mercury, xenon and helium on the properties of a high 

pressure _sodium arc is studied. The noble gas pressure is 

determined from the filling pressure; the mercury vapour 

pressure is determined from the amalgam composition and 

the contour of the Hg 253.7 nm line. Due to the relatively 

low thermal conductivity, mercury and xenon cause an 

------------ ---~- ---
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increase in the axis temperature. Helium with a relatively 

high thermal conductivity has the reversed effect. The field 

strength increases due to the addition of mercury and helium 

and is only weakly dependent on the ' xenon pressure. The 

measured temperature distribution and field strength agree 

with the values, calculated from the solution of the energy 

balance equation. The spectrum is influenced as a consequence 

of th• changes in the temperature distribution. Mercury and 

xenon further cause a band structure due to unstable Na-Hg 

and Na-Xe molecules. 

In chapter VI the plasma temperature of the high 

pressure mercury/tin iodide and the sodium arc is given in 

the d.c. discharge as well time resolved in the 50 Hz-a,c. 

discharge. The value of the time averaged temperature in the 

a.c. arc is dependent on the measuring method used. 

Calculations indicate that, for the arcs considered, the 

differences between different methods are less than the 

measuring accuracy of 150-200 K. The time averaged measured 

temperature and spectrum of the a.c, arc are compared with 

the measured values for the d,c. arc with the same power 

input. The differences are less than the measuring accuracy. 

This agreement between the time averaged values of the a.c. 

arc and the values of the d.c. arc is explained using a 

simple model, based on the fact that the energy balance of 

the arcs considered is dominated by the radiation term. 
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Stellingen, behorende bij het proefschrift van 

J.J. de Groot, Eindhoven, 10 mei 1974 

De konklusie van Ozaki betreffende de afwijkingen 

van lokaal thermisch evenwicht (LTE) in een hogedruk 

natriumontlading, berust op een faktor 2 a 3 te laag 

berekende radiantie in de maxima van de zelfomgekeerde 

D-lijnen. 

N. Ozaki, J. Quant. Spectrosc. Radiat. 

Transfer l I (1971) 1463-1473. 

Dit proefschrift hfdst. IV. 

2 

In de spektra van Na-ontladingen is de hand bij 

551 .. 5 nm door Douda et.al. ten onrechte toegeschreven 

aan Na/N
2
-interaktie. 

B.E. Douda, R.M. Blunt en E.J. Bair 

J. Opt. Soc. Am.~ (1970) 1116-1119, 

Dit proefschrift hfdst. IV. 

3 

De konklusie van Koch en Dunstadter dat de tempe-

ratuur in een kwik wisselstroomboog hager is dan 1n 

kwik gelijkstroomboog is niet algemeen geldig. 

o. Koch en H. Dunstadter, 

Z. Phys. ~ (1951) 140-147. 

Dit proefschrift hfdst. VI. 

de 
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4 

De tenperatuurverschillen van ongeveer 1000 K, die 

Ozaki vindt tussen Na- en Na-Hg-ontladingen zijn niet 

verklaarbaar. 

\ 

N. Ozaki, J. Quant. Spectrosc. Radiat. 

Transfer 11 (1971) 1463-1473, 

Dit proefschrift hfdst. V 

5 

De invloed van de Na
2
-Molekulen op het spektrun van 

de hogedruk natriumontlading wordt in de literatuur vaak 

overschat. 

H. Mizuno, H. Akutsu~ Y. Watarai, 

Proc. CIE Con£. Barcelona (1971) p-71.14. 

J.F. Waymouth~ Electric Discharge LaMps, 

Cambridge MIT-Press (1971) p.197 en 297. 

Dit proefschrift hfdst. IV. 

6 

De suggestie van Lowke en Hoyaux om de wandtenpera

tuur van hogedruk natriumlampen te bepalen uit de 

radiantie in bet centrum van de D-lijnen is niet toepas

baar voor een brandende lamp. 

J.J. Lowke, J. Quant. Spectrosc. Radiat. 

Transfer~ (1969) 839-854. 

M.F. Hoyaux, Arc. Physics, Springer-Verlag, 

Berlijn (1968) 246-250. 

J.J. de Groot, Proc. 2nd Int. Conf. Gas Discharges, 

Londen (1972) 124-126. 

\ 
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Bij de berekening van de Young modulus van glazen 

maken Makishima en Mackenzie ten onrechte gebruik van 

een Madelungskonstante, welke alleen geldig is voor al

zijdige isotrope compressie. 

A. Makishima en J.D. Mackenzie, 

J. Non-crystalline Solids~ (1973) 35-45. 

8 

De door Nonaka et.al. en door Morren gebruikte 

methoden om continue en lijnenspectra te meten, zijn 

niet geschikt voor het meten van moderne fluorescentie

lampen met smalbandige fosforen en kunnen daarom beter 

vervangen worden door een methode waarbij bet stralings

vermogen geintegreerd wordt over vaste golflengteinter

vallen. 

M. Nonaka, K. Kinameri en M. Ishibai, 

Metrologia ~ (1972) 133-145. 

L. Morren, Proc. CIE-Conf., Barcelona 

(1971) P-71.08. 

M. Koedam en J.J. Opstelten, 

Lighting Research and Technology 3 (1971) 205-210. 

9 

Bij de berekening van de "color discrimination 

index" houdt Thornton geen rekening met het feit dat de 

relatie tussen verschillen in kleurindruk en afstanden 

tussen de punten in het 1960 CIE-UCS-vlak afhankelijk i$! 
/ 

van de oogadaptatie. 

W.A. Thornton, J. Opt. Soc. America 62 (1972)191-1~4. 

J.L. Ouweltjes, Tagungsbericht Int. Farbtagung 

"Color 69" Stockholm 1969, p.831-838. 

CIE Publication No. 17 (1970) 69-71. 
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Het is mogelijk de vorm van het spectrum en dus 

de kleurtemperatuur en de kleurweergave-index van de 

Hg-Sn-J-Cl-ontlading te voorspellen als funktie van 

de tinhalogenidedruk en de b~isdiameter, gebruik 

makende van de absorptie-coefficient van de tin

dihalogenide-damp. 

1 1 

Bij de straatv~rlichting levert de vervanging 

van de hogedruk kwikontlading door de hogedruk natrium

ontlading, bij gelijkblijvende belichtingssterkte, een 

bijdrage tot de energiebesparing. 

1 2 

Voor een zinvolle bedrijfsstage moet een student 

minstens 3 maanden bij iin bepaald bedrijf verblijven. 

1 3 

In verschillende bedrijven en instituten voor 

wetenschappelijk onderwijs moet voor het aanschaffen 

van apparatuur een budget aangevraagd worden terwijl 

dit niet hoeft voor het gebruik van komputertijd. Dit 

is een vorm van discriminatie. 

\ 




